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1 Executive Summary 

This deliverable titled as “Final version of SDK toolkit for exploring scientific creativity” describes the 
final API and SDK of the Dr Inventor project. Our motivation by providing the API and SDK is to 
externalize results of our efforts, developed functionalities, and data generated in the Dr Inventor 
project to the outside 3rd-party users and developers. The document describes different Dr Inventor 
components including how they are orchestrated into a processing workflow, in order to extract the 
data, process them, and propose functionalities that are externalized by the API and SDK.  
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2 Introduction  

Dr Inventor is built upon the vision that technologies have a great potential to enhance scientific 
creativity. Despite the fact that currently, scientific innovation is still largely reliant on human brains, 
we believe that modern technologies, such as information extraction, document summarization, 
semantic web and visual analytics have a great prospective in supplementing human ingenuity by 
overcoming the limitations that people suffer in their efforts towards creativity, such as limited 
knowledge and inherent thinking barriers. Dr Inventor commits to generating a web-based system 
that supports real-world applications for scientific innovations in a specific domain (i.e. computer 
graphics & animation). By doing so, we seek insights of the potential and limitations of the 
technologies in scientific creative processes under real world settings, leading to a blueprint of 
future technologies in computational creativity.  

Dr Inventor presents a timely effort by targeting an original system that offers tangible inspiration to 
the scientific innovations of researchers. By utilising the rich research resource available on the 
Internet, Dr Inventor aims to become researchers’ personal research assistant by offering: 

 Reporting, which informs the researchers of a wide variety of relevant concepts and approaches 
through machine-empowered search and visualization, taking full advantage of the presence of 
the rich web resources far beyond the memory capacity of humans. This will enable the 
researchers to approach related ideas from a very broad angle, equipping them with new 
perspectives to re-envision their problem with new interpretations that bring new solutions to 
light.  

 Assessment, which assesses the novelty of an input research document through comparison 
with recognized research approaches and established quality metrics. This leads to potential 
applications in peer reviews for research papers, grant proposals and patents.  

 Inspiration, which suggests new research ideas to the users in an autonomous manner. This 
replicates human creativity in a certain degree by taking advantage of computing power and the 
Internet to combine the widely accessible resources to generate new concepts with unexpected 
features. The new concepts may come from radical transformations from other semantically 
distant but analogically similar concepts.  

Results of our effort in Dr Inventor are externalized to 3rd-party users and developers through an 
API and SDK which is described in this document.  

2.1 Purpose of API & SDK Toolkit  
Our motivation by providing the API (Application Programming Interface) and SDK (Software 
Development Kit) is to externalize results of our effort and outcomes of developments in the Dr 
Inventor project to the outside 3rd-party users and developers. Below, we briefly address the 
difference between API and SDK.  
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2.1.1 Web API 
A Web API is a virtually synonymous term for ‘web service’, and it is used for a well-defined interface 
for interaction between 2 or more software applications, on a machine-to-machine (M2M) level. The 
API defines all the different functionality and services that are offered by the publishing party.  

A Web API typically defines the format in which data is exchanged between the interacting software 
applications (e.g. JSON, XML, etc.), as well as the network protocol that is used for communication 
(e.g. HTTP, etc.).  

Some of main advantages of APIs are shown below: 

 An API allows everyone to adapt the service to their own needs and tools they are using. 
 An API is cross-platform. 
 It hides complexity – developers of 3rd party solutions can focus on just the output of the 

web service; they don’t have to know (or understand) how it works, in order to use it.  
 Does not bind you to a single front end (e.g. for visualization). 
 Not bound to a specific technology: can be written in any language. 
 Developer implementing it can do so in their own language (can be different than the one 

the API is written in). 

There also are disadvantages associated with APIs. Some of the main ones are pointed out below. 

 Not easily human readable. 
 They miss GUI (Graphical User Interface). 
 It is not always possible to know how the API is being used, and what use cases it fulfils.  
 There is needed some development work to implement the API.  

2.1.2 Software Development Kit (SDK) 
A software development kit (SDK) is typically a set of software development tools that make possible 
the creation of applications for a certain software package, software framework, etc. (Software 
Development Kit). An SDK may range from a simple wrapper around a web API, written in a 
particular programming language, in order to be used as a library by other 3rd party applications, to 
more sophisticated Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) that come bundled with their own 
libraries and debugging tools, examples and documentation. 

SDKs are commonly used to provide developers with a set of off-the-shelf tools, usually 
encapsulating common functionality for the particular software application that they are building. 
SDKs considerably simplify the development process for the software developers that use them, 
since they save them from having to implement many features that are common across the specific 
platform.  
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2.1.3 Web API vs. SDK 
On one hand, the main advantage of a Web API, is that it can be used by any software developer, 
regardless of the programming language or other tools that they’re using, as long as they can adhere 
to their specific formats and network protocols required by the API (and these are extremely 
commonplace in practically all of today’s programming languages and frameworks).  

On the other hand, the type of SDK that we will be building is essentially a thin wrapper around the 
web API, written in a particular programming language.  This makes it extremely easy for anyone 
using the specific programming language to integrate data from Dr Inventor into their own solutions 
that they are developing in that very same programming language.  

The main disadvantage with an SDK is that it is tightly bound to the specific programming language, 
meaning that if somebody is using another, non-supported, programming language, they simply 
cannot use the SDK directly without at least developing their own wrapper around it.  

2.2 Structure of Deliverable 
We started the deliverable with an explanation of API and SDK and their differences. Section 3 
describes the different Dr Inventor components and how they are orchestrated into a document 
processing workflow in order to extract data that are externalized by the API and SDK.  

Section 4 provides a more in-depth technical analysis into how the different components of Dr 
Inventor work, so that it becomes clear how they can be incorporated by the API and SDK. 

Section 5 addresses data management and data integrity due to their importance in Dr Inventor, and 
examines the various data storage solutions used.  

Section 6 details the non-functional requirements that will define important parameters along the 
implementation of the API and SDK.  

Finally, the last section provides details of API methods of Dr Inventor.   
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3 Overview of Dr Inventor Workflow 

In this section we introduce the architecture of the system and discuss the pipelines used in the 
workflow of Dr Inventor. 

3.1 Pipelines used in Workflow 
There are three frameworks that have been developed by the consortium members of the project. 
These frameworks form the Dr Inventor’s architecture which is shown in Figure 1. Discussed 
frameworks are: 

 Text Mining Framework (DRI Framework) 

o Performs text mining of scientific publications by mapping the structured 
information extracted from documents (title, authors, citations, bibliographic 
entries, sentence graphs, etc.) to a data model that simplifies its subsequent data 
processing.  

o Developed in WP4. 

 Analogy Blended Creativity Framework (DRI-ABC Framework) 

o Aims to find analogically similar pairs of concepts between a source document and a 
target document. Three main sub-processes are: retrieval and processing, mapping 
between two documents and analogical validation of inferences generated 

o Developed in WP2 and WP3. 

 Research Object Repository and API (Librairy) 

o Provides an initial set of functionalities to add sources, group documents in domains 
and extract useful information such as: topics, terms, relations and entities from 
them. 

o Developed in WP5. 
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Figure 1. Architecture of Dr Inventor. 

 

3.1.1 DRI Framework 
DRI Framework (developed in WP4) constitutes the component of Dr Inventor SDK that supports the 
extraction and analysis of the textual contents of scientific publications. The DRI Framework enables 
the characterization of a wide range of structural and semantic aspects of scientific publications. It is 
a standalone Java library that supports complex linguistic and semantic analysis of scientific articles.  
The DRI Framework enables the analysis of articles in PDF or JATS XML format 
(https://jats.nlm.nih.gov/).  

The DRI Framework includes several software components that are useful to identify  and analyse a 
rich set of facets of publications, ranging from the extraction of structured textual content from PDF 
documents (title, abstract, section, bibliographic entries, etc.), to the selection of the most relevant 
sentences useful to summarize a publication. Among others, the DRI Framework enables: 

 The identification of inline citations and their association to the related bibliographic entries; 
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 The linking of bibliographic entries to external knowledge repositories; 

 The identification of the structural elements of the header; 

 The dependency parsing of sentences; 

 The rhetorical classification of sentences by assigning to each of them one category for the 
followings: Background, Approach, Challenge, Outcome and Future Work; 

 The ranking of the relevance of the sentences of a paper with respect to their inclusion in 
extractive summaries. 

 

A detailed documentation describing the DRI Framework can be accessed online at: 
http://driframework.readthedocs.io/. This online documentation includes the description of the 
architecture of the DRI Framework, the Javadoc of the library and several tutorials and examples 
concerning its practical use. 

3.1.2 DRI-ABC Framework  
This component has been developed in WP2 and WP3. The primary function of this component is to 
generate a mapping between two publications in terms of analogy (it aims to find analogically similar 
pairs of concepts between a source and a target publication).  

To achieve complete analogical Framework, there are several sub-processes involved and divided 
into three major groups. The first step is ROS Generation and retrieval.  The second step is the core 
of the framework which is an analogical mapping. The mapping focuses on generation of the 
structural and semantic alignment between ROS graphs. The third step focuses on analogical 
validation of inferences generated by the analogical mapping process.  

In order to get detailed and updated information on DRI-ABC, the interested reader is encouraged to 
access the library available online at http://dodsrv.cs.nuim.ie/drinventor/. 

3.1.3 Librairy  
This framework mainly developed in WP5 is a unified information access middleware that simplifies 
the search for relevant content when multiple heterogeneous non-structured information sources 
are involved, such as web-based Research Objects (ROs).  
 
Multiple scientific research information sources are accessed and searched, in order to create 
relations around the meaning of contained knowledge objects, offering:  
 

 A view of a structured information space, with entities, taxonomies and topics that can be 
used to navigate this space.  

 A view of a coherent information space that creates an abstraction layer over the multiple 
information sources, providing a single interface for searching and accessing, in a transversal 
content-oriented manner. 
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It is a system composed by six loosely-coupled modules connected by an event-bus using 
standardized data protocols and formats. It follows a Staged Event-Driven Architecture (SEDA) that 
decomposes the flow into a set of modules connected by queues. 

 

 

Figure 2. Architecture of Librairy. 

List of functionalities provided by Librairy is: 

 Deployment of the web interface to allow executing operations on the system. 

 Pooling external repositories to download resources. 

 Retrieval of text and meta-information from resources to create domain entities. 

 Identification of relevant terms and discovers relations among them from a domain. 

 Creation of internal models to represent and categorize domain entities. 

 Measurement of the analogy between domain entities according to the models. 

3.2 Implemented Workflow 
Dr Inventor processes publications in two ways. The first one is based on standard published 
documents like Siggraph publications. The other way is based on text publications submitted by 
users (free text). The standard published citations are treated as public data so any user can access 
them and use them as a source or target paper. On the other hand, the free text publications are 
treated as private data and only the owner can use and access them as a target paper. The public 
citations are analysed and calculated in advance since their contents are stable. Private citations are 
calculated at the runtime. Due to this reason, Dr Inventor uses a distributed system deployment to 
improve the performance.  

Publications are processed by the following methods of Dr Inventor:  

 Pre-processing 

 Text Mining 

 ROS Generation 

 ROS Mapping modules 
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Figure 3. Workflow of Dr Inventor. 

 

Figure 3 shows the workflow of the system. As shown in Figure 3, the process gets started by having 
a PDF file. At the pre-processing stage, text mining is used to extract metadata that are obtained 
from raw PDF files. The metadata describes each document in terms of its title, year, authors, etc. 
Information obtained here is stored in the document repository of Dr Inventor.  

For each paper there is extracted a keywords frequency list which stored in Semantic Repository as 
RDFs (Resource Description Framework). The metadata and abstract part of a paper are also 
registered in index repository for searching purpose. 

Using the output obtained from the pre-processing module, DRI Framework produces classified 
sentences, triple structures of sentences, names of sections of the paper in a tree structure, 
summary of the whole paper, and citation relation from context to reference list. Its outcome 
constitutes an important input to the DRI-ABC Framework. 

The ROS generation component which is proposed by the DRO-ABC Framework reads parsed text of 
scientific documents (output of DRI Framework) and generates corresponding attributed graphs and 
store them into the Neo4j database. The ROS mapping component reads a pair of source and target 
ROS graphs and analogically map them to find usable analogies between them. When analogies are 
found, new inferences are generated and transferred from the source graph to the target graph.  
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Results are calculated and proposed through APIs for straightforward usage in later stages such as 
visualization. 

Unlike public data, private free text data needs to be processed in real-time at run time. Seemingly, 
there can be several free text data processing requests at the same time from different users. In 
such a case, competition for time and resources are the main issue that are different from 
processing public data. In order to resolve this problem, DR Inventor has used a distributed load 
balance system deployment to use resources effectively (Figure 4. Free text processing. Figure 4).  

 

Figure 4. Free text processing. 

Here, there is a master node (vm1-visual) which generates free text tasks produced by multiple 
users. It is also responsible for any visualization requests obtained from users.  

The VM2 node is registered as type 1 slave node in master node. It continuously listens to tasks that 
are assigned to it from the master node. If there is any task, it will process it by using DRI Framework 
as well as ROS Generation module. This node consumes a higher amount of memory, so we have 
more independent type 1 slave nodes in our system. It is straightforward to deploy additional nodes 
and add it into the system.  

The VM3 node is registered as type2 slave node in master node. It listens to the tasks that are 
assigned to it from master node as well. This task includes data that have been processed by type 1 
slave node. Here, data get processed it by ROS mapping module. For every task assigned to this 
node, it consumes more computational time in comparison to other nodes, as it needs to map a free 
text to all the source papers in the system. However, it is easy to scale and improve performance by 
adding more independent type 2 slave nodes into the system. 
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4 Technical Analysis 

In this section we will cover technical details of frameworks that are forming core components of Dr 
Inventor.  

4.1 DRI Framework  
The DRI Framework is a standalone Java library that supports complex linguistic and semantic 
analyses of scientific publications. Publications can be either in PDF, or XML format.  

The DRI Framework includes several software components that are useful to mine a rich set of facets 
from scientific papers, ranging from the extraction of structured textual content from PDF 
documents, to the selection of the most relevant sentences useful to summarize a publication.  

The DRI Framework exposes an API that makes it possible to programmatically trigger and access the 
results of the analyses performed by the same Framework when publications are processed. The DRI 
Framework has been developed in Java. In following subsections we address how to work with the 
framework. 

4.1.1 Embedding the DRI Framework 
Any Java project can embed the DRI Text Mining Framework, through the following steps:  

4.1.1.1 Importing the library 

The DRI Framework can be imported in any existing Java project by means of one of the following 
two approaches:   

 Importing the library using Maven 

This is as simple as adding the following pieces of code into your POM file. Maven, as a 
dependency management framework, is responsible for handling actually locating the Java 
library file and importing it into your project accordingly.  

First, the user has to add the DRI maven repository to the list of Maven repositories used by 
his Java project. 

<repositories> 
    <repository> 
        <id>backingdata-repo</id> 
        <name>Backingdata repository</name> 
        <URL>http://backingdata.org/dri/library/mavenRepo/</URL> 
    </repository> 
</repositories> 

 
Once that is done, we need to include in the POM the actual library dependency:  

<dependency> 
    <groupId>edu.upf.taln.dri</groupId> 
    <artifactId>lib</artifactId> 
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    <version>LATEST-VERSION-NUMBER-GOES-HERE</version> 
</dependency> 

The latest version number mentioned above can be retrieved from: 
http://driframework.readthedocs.io/ 

 Importing the library, as a local artefact 

In this case, you can simply download the JAR file, together with all its dependencies and 
store them locally on your disk. Once that is done, you will need to ensure those files are all 
included in your Java CLASSPATH – depending on what method you use to manage that – so 
you can start using it in your code.  

 Configuration of the library 

The following steps are necessary after the library and its dependencies are imported: 

(a) Download and extract Dr Inventor Framework Resources folder. 

(b) Download Dr Inventor Framework Property file. 

(c) Modify the Dr Inventor Framework Property file by setting: 

 the value of the resourceFolder.fullPath property equal to the full local path 
of the Dr.Inventor Framework Resources folder at the location where you 
previously downloaded it (the path should end WITHOUT the trailing slash); 

 the value of the babelnet.APIkey property equal to your BabelNet API Key - 
register to BabelNet (http://babelnet.org/) to get your API key. 

(d) When executing a Java program that imports and uses the Dr Inventor Framework 
you need to specify the local path to the Dr Inventor Framework Property file by one 
of the following methods: 

 by means of a system property passed as a Java VM argument:  

-DDRIpropertyFile=DRI-PROPERTY-FILE-LOCAL-PATH 

 by means of the following initialization code / instruction: 

Factory.setDRIPropertyFilePath("DRI-PROPERTY-FILE-LOCAL-PATH"); 

(e) It is important to specify the Heap Size to at least 5Gb memory. This is possible by 
setting the Java VM argument: -Xmx5096m. 

4.1.2 Initializing the DRI Framework 
In order to start using the DRI Framework in a Java program, the following options need to be 
properly specified, in order to correctly tune the processing of scientific publications. 

4.1.2.1 Choosing a suitable PDF-to-text converter 

In order to be able to analyse the content of scientific papers, the DRI Framework needs to extract 
semi-structured textual content from scientific articles in PDF format.  

For this reason, the DRI Framework supports two different PDF-to-text converters, tailored to 
scientific publications:  
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 PDFX (http://pdfx.cs.man.ac.uk/). This is available as a web-based service that extracts 
structured textual content from PDF papers, which it outputs as an XML file. PDFX can 
process PDF files up to 5MB. For PDF files that are greater than 5MB the Dr Inventor 
Framework will attempt to reduce the file size to less than 5MB through compression, 
before sending the PDF to the PDFX service, so that it can be converted to XML.  

However, despite the benefits of using PDFX, it remains a 3rd-party web-based service that 
is NOT under our control and may thus experience downtime that would prevent the Dr 
Inventor Framework to process PDF papers. This is a serious limitation, as it can render the 
whole DRI Framework unusable.  To obviate to the limitations of PDFX we integrated in the 
DRI Framework, GROBID (described hereinafter), a stand-alone PDF to text converter that 
does not need any support of online services to process PDF documents. 

 GROBID (https://github.com/kermitt2/grobid - version: 0.4.1). This is a Java-based PDF-to-
text conversion software customized to extract structured contents from scientific 
publications. From version 0.4.1 GROBID can work both on Linux and Windows 
environments. GROBID is available as a Java library.  

In order to define which of the two tools to use, in order to convert a PDF to XML, the user needs to 
rely on the following code: 

 to use PDFX 

Factory.setPDFtoTextConverter(PDFtoTextConvMethod.PDFX); 

 to use GROBID 

Factory.setPDFtoTextConverter(PDFtoTextConvMethod.GROBID); 

 

Once the Factory class has been initialized through the invocation of the setPDFtoTextConverter 
method, all subsequent PDF-to-text conversions that the DRI framework will perform will be handled 
through the specified tool. 

In order to check which tool is currently being used, the following code can be used: 

PDFtoTextConvMethod currentConverter = Factory.checkPDFtoTextConverter(); 

4.1.2.2 Enabling / Disabling Scientific Text Mining Modules 

The DRI Framework offers the option to enable or disable some of the scientific text mining modules 
that it includes. This is made possible through the ModuleConfig object. This object contains a 
number of Boolean attributes, which indicate if the corresponding feature is enabled or disabled 
accordingly. 

When a particular scientific text mining module is deactivated, the corresponding objects (or fields 
of objects) of the DRI Framework Data Model that provide access to the information extracted by 
that module are set to null. 
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For access to the full functionality offered by the Dr Inventor Framework, the application that is 
using it should be granted Internet access. This is required to: 

 Convert PDF papers to XML by means of the PDFX online service; 

 Enrich the bibliographic entries and header of a paper by means of web-based services 
(Bibsonomy, CrossRef, FreeCite, etc.); 

 Spot the concepts occurring in the paper by means of the Babelfy web-based service 
(http://babelfy.org/). 

 

4.1.3 Using DRI Framework 
Below we describe, in some detail, how the Java API that the DRI Framework exposes can be used to 
mine several facets of scientific papers. The complete API documentation can be found at: 
http://driframework.readthedocs.io/. 

When some particular publication is imported and parsed by the DRI Framework, an instance of 
edu.upf.taln.dri.lib.model.Document will be created (more precisely, an instance of a 
class implementing the Document interface). Document exposes a set of functions that offer 
access to all the information extracted from a scientific publication, modeled by means of a set of 
Java classes grouped inside the package edu.upf.taln.dri.lib.model.ext. This package 
contains all the classes that constitute the DRI Framework Document Model and provide access to 
elements of a scientific publication, i.e. sentences, title, header metadata, sections, bibliography, 
etc. For a detailed description of the classes of the DRI Framework Document Model please refer to 
the DRI Framework online documentation. 

In the remainder of this section we examine a practical use case of the DRI Framework, in which the 
library is used to extract information from a particular article. We have included all the relevant Java 
code snippets. For a detailed description of each of the methods shown below, please refer to the 
online documentation. 

 Initialization: first, we must set the local path to the Dr Inventor Framework Property file: 

Factory.setDRIPropertyFilePath("/PATH/TO/PROPERTY/FILE/DRIconfig.prop
erties"); 

 

 PDF-to-text option: choose which PDF-to-text conversion approach we want to use (in this 
example we select the GROBID PDF-to-text converter): 

Factory.setPDFtoTextConverter(PDFtoTextConvMethod.GROBID); 

 

 Set Enabled Modules: configure which of the scientific text mining modules specialized to 
extract specific linguistic and semantic information from scientific publications are enabled / 
disabled: 

// Create a new DRI Library configuration object 
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ModuleConfig modConfigurationObj = new ModuleConfig(); 
// Parse bibliographic entries by adding external metadata 
modConfigurationObj.setEnableBibEntryParsing(true); 
// Extract concepts by means of Babelfy 
modConfigurationObj.setEnableBabelNetParsing(true); 
// Parse author name and affiliations from the header 
modConfigurationObj.setEnableHeaderParsing(false); 
// Extract candidate terms 
modConfigurationObj.setEnableTerminologyParsing(false); 
// Extract subject-verb-object graph 
modConfigurationObj.setEnableGraphParsing(true); 
// Perform coreference resolution to improve the quality of the 
extracted subject-verb-object graph  
modConfigurationObj.setEnableCoreferenceResolution(true); 
// Perform causal relation detection to improve the quality of the 
extracted subject-verb-object graph  
modConfigurationObj.setEnableCausalityParsing(true); 
// Identify the rhetorical class of sentences (Backround, Approach, 
Challenge, Outcome, Future Work) 
modConfigurationObj.setEnableRhetoricalClassification(true); 
// Enable the new DRI Library configuration 
Factory.setModuleConfig(modConfigurationObj); 

 

 Import PDF from file: we need to provide the absolute local path of the PDF document to 
process:  

String PDF_FILE_PATH = "/my/file/path/PDF_file_name.pdf"; 
Document doc_PDFpaperFILE = Factory.getPDFloader().parsePDF(new 
File(PDF_FILE_PATH)); 

 

 Import PDF from URL: As an alternative, we can load a paper from the URL where its PDF file 
is accessible:  

Document doc_PDFpaperURL = Factory.getPDFloader().parsePDF(new 
URL("http://www2007.org/workshops/paper_45.pdf")); 

 

 Import XML from URL: It is also possible to load a scientific publication as a JATS XML file 
from an URL by means of the following command: 

Document doc_JATSpaperURL = Factory.getPDFloader().parsePDF(new 
URL("http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article/asset?id=10.1371/journa
l.pone.0138120.XML")); 

  
 Preprocessing: The following command triggers the preprocessing of the contents of a paper 

(this operation usually takes between one and five minutes). In this way when we will pre-
compute all the information that we can extract from a paper: 

doc_PDFpaperFILE.preprocess(); 
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 Retrieve all sentences: code below is useful to extract all the sentences of a scientific 
publication (List of sentences): 

List<Sentence> all_SentList = 
doc_PDFpaperFILE.extractSentences(SentenceSelectorENUM.ALL); 

 

 Retrieve sentences from abstract: Or we can extract only the sentences from the abstract of 
the paper:  

List<Sentence> abstract_SentList = 
doc_PDFpaperFILE.extractSentences(SentenceSelectorENUM.ONLY_ABSTRACT)
; 

 
 Explore Sentence contents: Each Sentence instance (abstSent reference) gives 

access to several informative contents mined from it: 
System.out.println("Sentence ID: " + abstSent.getId()); 
System.out.println("Sentence text: " + abstSent.getText()); 
System.out.println("Rhetorical class: " + abstSent.getRhetoricalClass()); 
 
// Get the section instance that contains the sentence 
Section sect = abstSent.getContainingSection(); 
System.out.println("Containing section ID: " + sect.getId()); 
System.out.println("Containing section name: " + sect.getName()); 
System.out.println("Containing section depth level: " + sect.getLevel()); 
 
// Get the list of citation markers that occur in the sentence 
List<CitationMarker> citMarkertList = abstSent.getCitationMarkers(); 
for(CitationMarker citMark : citMarkertList) { 
 System.out.println("Sentence ID: " + citMark.getId()); 
 System.out.println("Text: " + citMark.getReferenceText()); 
 System.out.println("Citation ID: " + citMark.getCitationId()); 
 System.out.println("Sentence ID: " + citMark.getSentenceId()); 
} 

 
 Retrieve Citations: extract the list of bibliographic entries of the scientific publication (list of 

Citation instances). Each bibliographic entry is enriched by a set of metadata accessible 
by means of the methods of exposed by the related Citation instance, as shown below:  

 
// Get the citations of the document 
List<Citation> citations = doc_PDFpaperFILE.extractCitations(); 
 
// Print info of every citation 
for(Citation cit : citations) { 

System.out.println("BIBLIOGRAPHIC ENTRY TEXT: " + cit.getText()); 
 System.out.println("PAPER TITLE: " + cit.getTitle()); 
 for(Author pn : cit.getAuthorList()) { 

System.out.println( "AUTHOR: " + ((pn.getFullName() != null) ? 
pn.getFullName():"-") + " FIRST NAME: " + ((pn.getFirstName() 
!= null) ? pn.getFirstName():"-") + " SURNAME: " + 
((pn.getSurname() != null) ? pn.getSurname():"-") ); 

 } 
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 for(Author pn : cit.getEditorList()) { 
System.out.println( "EDITOR: " + ((pn.getFullName() != null) ? 
pn.getFullName():"-") + " FIRST NAME: " + ((pn.getFirstName() 
!= null) ? pn.getFirstName():"-") + " SURNAME: " + 
((pn.getSurname() != null) ? pn.getSurname():"-") ); 

 } 
 

System.out.println("EDITION: " + ((cit.getEdition() != null) ? 
cit.getEdition():"-")); 
System.out.println("YEAR: " + ((cit.getYear() != null) ? 
cit.getYear():"-")); 
System.out.println("PAGES: " + ((cit.getPages() != null) ? 
cit.getPages():"-")); 
System.out.println("FIRST PAGE: " + ((cit.getFirstPage() != null) ? 
cit.getFirstPage():"-")); 
System.out.println("LAST PAGE: " + ((cit.getLastPage() != null) ? 
cit.getLastPage():"-")); 

 PubIdENUM[] pubIDvalues = PubIdENUM.values(); 
 for(PubIdENUM pubIDvalue : pubIDvalues) { 
  if(cit.getPubID(pubIDvalue) != null) { 

System.out.println("PUB ID TYPE: " + pubIDvalue + " WITH 
VALUE: " + cit.getPubID(pubIDvalue)); 

  } 
 } 

System.out.println("Open URL: " + ((cit.getOpenURL() != null) ? 
cit.getOpenURL():"-")); 
System.out.println("BibsonomyURL: " + ((cit.getBibsonomyURL() != null) 
? cit.getBibsonomyURL():"-")); 
System.out.println("CHAPTER: " + ((cit.getChapter() != null) ? 
cit.getChapter():"-")); 
System.out.println("VOLUME: " + ((cit.getVolume() != null) ? 
cit.getVolume():"-")); 
System.out.println("ISSUE: " + ((cit.getIssue() != null) ? 
cit.getIssue():"-")); 
System.out.println("SERIES: " + ((cit.getSeries() != null) ? 
cit.getSeries():"-")); 
System.out.println("JOURNAL: " + ((cit.getJournal() != null) ? 
cit.getJournal():"-")); 
System.out.println("INSTITUTION: " + ((cit.getInstitution() != null) ? 
cit.getInstitution():"-")); 
System.out.println("PUBLISHER: " + ((cit.getPublisher() != null) ? 
cit.getPublisher():"-")); 
System.out.println("PUBLISHER LOCATION: " + ((cit.getPublisherLoc() != 
null) ? cit.getPublisherLoc():"-")); 

 
 System.out.println("> NUMBER OF INLINE CITAITONS: " + c
 it.getCitaitonMarkers().size()); 
 for(CitationMarker citMarker : cit.getCitaitonMarkers()) { 

System.out.println("   > MARKER: " + 
citMarker.getReferenceText() + " in sentence (" + 
citMarker.getSentenceId() + "):"); 
System.out.println("           '" + 
doc_PDFpaperFILE.extractSentenceById(citMarker.getSentenceId())
.getText() + "'"); 
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 } 
} 

 
 Retrieve Document Sections: The structure of sections of the document can be easily 

browsed by means of the DRI Framework API, as shown by the code below: 
// Get the root sections of the document 
List<Section> rootSectionList = doc_PDFpaperFILE.extractSections(true); 
for(Section sec : rootSectionList) { 

System.out.println("Section ID: " + sec.getId()); 
System.out.println("Section name: " + sec.getName()); 
System.out.println("Section depth level: " + sec.getLevel()); 
Section parentSection = sec.getParentSection(); 
List<Section> subSection = sec.getSubsections(); 
List<Sentence> sentencesOfSection = sec.getSentences(); 

} 

 
 Explore subject-verb-object graph: The following code snippet shows how it is possible to 

extract and browse the subject-verb-object graph extracted by parsing the textual content of 
a scientific publication: 
// Extract the graph of the first sentence of the abstract 
DependencyGraph depGraph = 
doc_PDFpaperFILE.extractSentenceGraph(abstract_SentList.get(0).getId(), 
SentGraphTypeENUM.COMPACT); 
// Get the root nodes 
Set<Integer> rootNodesId = depGraph.getRootNodeIds(); 
 
// Print the arks outgoing from each root node 
for(Integer rootNodeID : rootNodesId) { 

Map<Integer, Pair<Integer, Integer>> edgeIds = 
depGraph.getOutgoingEdges(rootNodeID, null); 

 for(Entry<Integer, Pair<Integer, Integer>> edgeMapEntry : 
edgeIds.entrySet()) { 
  Integer edgeId = edgeMapEntry.getKey(); 

Integer startingNodeId = edgeMapEntry.getValue().getLeft(); 
Integer endingNodeId = edgeMapEntry.getValue().getRight(); 
System.out.println("Edge name: " + 
depGraph.getEdgeName(edgeId)); 
System.out.println("   > From node with name: " + 
depGraph.getNodeName(startingNodeId)); 
System.out.println("   > To node with name: " + 
depGraph.getNodeName(endingNodeId)); 

 } 
} 

 
// Print a serialized view of the graph 
System.out.println("Node list view of graph: " + 
depGraph.graphAsString(GraphToStringENUM.NODE_LIST)); 
System.out.println("Tree view of graph: " + 
depGraph.graphAsString(GraphToStringENUM.TREE)); 
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 Summarization: The DRI Framework API supports the generation of several types of 
extractive summaries of the scientific publication analyzed, by selecting the most relevant 
sentences of a paper. The user can chose the summarization strategy that is applied: in 
particular, the following code snippet generates two summaries made of the 20 most 
relevant sentences of a paper by respectively applying the section centroid 
(CENTROID_SECT) and the title similarity (TITILE_SIM) summarization method to select 
sentences that are relevant to be included in the summary. 
// Get summary by ranking sentences by the centroid method 
List<Sentence> summarySentences_CENTROID = 
doc_PDFpaperFILE.extractSummary(20, SummaryTypeENUM.CENTROID_SECT); 
for(Sentence sent : summarySentences_CENTROID) { 
 System.out.println(sent.getText()); 
} 
 
// Get summary by ranking sentences by the title 
List<Sentence> summarySentences_TITLE = doc_PDFpaperFILE.extractSummary(20, 
SummaryTypeENUM.TITILE_SIM); 
for(Sentence sent : summarySentences_TITLE) { 
 System.out.println(sent.getText()); 
} 

 

4.1.4 Example Code 
Some sample code about how the library can be used from another software application is available 
in a Maven project at the following URL: https://github.com/fra82/driframeworkclient. 

4.1.5 Documentation 
The software developers that will want to make use of the Dr Inventor Text Mining Framework Java 
library in their own projects can find detailed documentation in the form of Javadoc. This way the 
developers can understand the functionality implemented by the different text analysis modules 
made available without necessarily having access to the source code. 

The Javadoc documentation is available at the following link: 
http://driframework.readthedocs.io/en/latest. 

4.2 DRI-ABC Analogy Framework 
The Dr Inventor Analogy Framework (developed by NUIM) processes the ROS file of each paper and 
provides analogy mapping between two ROSs. In this section, we will list methods contained within 
this framework. We will also give instructions on implementing the library in a project.  

4.2.1 Embedding in 3rd-party apps 
This section covers how to incorporate the DRI-ABC Framework in other applications. 
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4.2.1.1 Prerequisites 

1. Download and configure GenerateROS to access existing ROS or to generate new ROS for 
your papers. 

2. Put the latest GenerateROS.dll, libcURL.dll and settings.txt under your java project folder. 

3. Make sure MySQL is up and running with your username and password. Note that for setting 
up a new database, you need to have privilege to create a database in your MySQL server. 
For performance improvement turn on MySQL database. The library can work without 
MySQL turned on but it will be slower as it calculates similarity directly from WordNet. 

4. Make sure neo4j is up and running with your username and password. 

5. Make sure that you have the paper id of the source and the target papers. 

6. Java jdk 1.6 or latest version installed and running on your machine. 

4.2.1.2 How to run 

The process of embedding the Analogy Framework in other applications includes the following steps: 

1. Download the library from Generate Mapping. This file contains the jar file and all the 
associated dependent files and libraries. 

2. Extract the downloaded file to your preferred location. 

3. In your java project, make sure the jar file is added as a library 

4. Put the GenerateROS.dll, libcURL.dll and ROSIneract.properties files under your java 
resources project folder. Make sure that you have the latest version for each. 

5. If you are a first time user, it is recommended to use the "Example.java" file, as a guide 
about how to run the program. 

4.2.1.3 How to Use 

To run analogy between two papers (in this case 2 ROS), it is necessary to have the neo4j id of the 
source and the target graphs. To load these graphs into memory you need to declare the following 
classes. 

1. First, in your main method, create GraphLoader class which facilitates loading of your graphs into 
memory.  

static GraphLoader graphLoader = new GraphLoader(); 
 
2. Then, load the settings from the properties file, if you didn't do this already. Please note that if 
you have already loaded ROSInteract in your code, doing it a second time will cause an error!  
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graphLoader.loadROSInteractUnix(); 
 
This method essentially calls the following lines to load the dll file for the ROSInteract component 
and reads all the settings from the ROSInteract.properties file.  

String classPath = System.getProperty("user.dir"); 
System.load(classPath + "\\GenerateROS.dll"); 
ros = new ROSInteract(classPath + "\\ROSInteract.properties"); 
 
If you are using a Linux system you should replace this method with  

graphLoader.loadROSInteractUnix(); 
 
If you are running this model for the first time and do not have the similarityscore database created, 
include the following line. Make sure the user has a privilege to create a new database. 

graphLoader.setupdb("localhost", "databasename", "your user name", "your 
password");  

AnalogyMapper mapper = new AnalogyMapper();                                     
StringBuilder result = new StringBuilder("");                                     
ROSGraph G1 = null, G2 = null;                                      
//set the similarity metrics here                                     
mapper.setSimMetrics(WN_METRICS.LIN);                                     
//Set this to 0 if you decide to store every mapping                                     
mapper.setOverallSimThreshold(0.15F);                                     
//used to avoid generating inferences for mappping results that will 
definietly be truncated by the overall similarity                                     
//set this to 0 if you decided to generate inference for evey mapping                                      
mapper.setAnalogicalSimThreshold(0.10F);                                       

 

Next, call generateMapping(ROSGraph,ROSGraph) by passing your source and target graph in that 
order.E.g.  
 
map = mapper.generateMapping(G1, G2); 
 
Here, G1 is the source graph and G2 is the target graph. Switching this order will result in a different 
mapping. 

You can get all the information contained in the map using the methods defined by the ROSMap 
class. For example: 

// to get the mapping size 
map.getMapSize(); 
// to get the analogical similarity value 
map.getAnalogicalSimilarity();                 
// to get the first mapping pair's source node id. 
map.getMappingNodePairs().get(0).getSourceNodeId(); 
// to get the first mapping pair's target node id.                 
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map.getMappingNodePairs().get(0).getTargetNodeId();                  
// to get the first mapping pair's similarity 
score.map.getMappingNodePairs().get(0).getSimScore();                  
// to get whether this pair needs to be 
visible.map.getMappingNodePairs().get(0).isVisible();                  

 

4.2.1.4 Additional Features  

The current version of the library enables followings: 

 Parallel processing using streams. We introduced new GraphLoader by separating the graph 
loading from the AnalogyMapper class. 

 Introduces source and target document ids (docuid) to ROSMap class. It subsequently 
introduced two fields on the mappingJson files. 

 Introduces some changes on mappingresults table. The size of the mappingJson and 
inferenceJson fields is changed from text to mediumText to support storage for mapping full 
papers. 

 Allows the user to specify the rhetorical category. Users can specify one or more rhetorical 
category. 

 The user also has an option to choose the semantic similarity metrics. Though it is highly 
advised to stick to the default semantic similarity measure (which is Lin similarity measure), 
in this version users have option to choose other similarity measures (wu&Palmer, Path, 
Lesk, etc).  

 An optimized version of loading graphs into memory to avoid multiple calls to the neo4j 
server is introduced. Users can load all the graphs once and use them from memory. 

 Additional attribute is added to the mapping JSON file to indicate whether the visualization 
component show or hide a specific pair of the mapping. This allows for a better visualization 
of the mapping components by hiding less informative pairs. 

 A new method is added to access the frequency of the mappings of two nouns or verb. 

 

4.2.2 ROSInteract 
The ROSInteract component of the Analogy Framework generates Research Object Skeletons (ROS) 
from tab separated files, and additionally includes tools to access the resultant Graph database. 

4.2.2.1 Usage 

The following steps must be taken in order to use the ROSInteract object. 

1. The GenerateROS library file must be loaded only once and prior to using any InteractROS 
object. There are two ways to load this in java: using "System.load" or "System.loadLibrary". 

2. Access to a SQL database is required. This can be a SQLite database file or a MySQL 
Connection  
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3. Additionally access to a Neo4j database is required. 

4. A ROSInteract.properties configuration file is required for use. Each entry is on its own line 
with the name followed by the '=' sign and no quotes. This must have the following 
information (a sample file is included with the JAR). 

 neo4j: the location of the Neo4j database e.g. "neo4j=http://localhost:7474/" (without 
quotes), this must end with a slash / 

 neouser: the username to access the neo4j database 

 neopass: the corressponding password for the neo4j database 

Additionally it must have one of the following SQL options. 

 sqlitedbfil: the path to a file to store a SQLite database file 

or 

a. MySQLserv: the location of the MySQL databse e.g. localhost 

b. MySQLuser: the username to access the MySQL database 

c. MySQLpass: the corressponding password for the MySQL database 

d. MySQLdb: the MySQL database to use 

Optionally the properties file can contain 

a. APIlocation: the web URL for the REST Api. e.g. "APIlocation=http://176.58.103.20:5984/db-
div-volume/" (without quotes). Then the Token.csv file can be downloaded from 
http://176.58.103.20:5984/db-div-volume/*DocumentId*/TokenRos.csv 

b. upmAPIloc: the web URL for the Dr Inventor RO repository. e.g. 
http://drinventor.dia.fi.upm.es/API/0.2/documents/ 

When using a MySQL databse the username, password and database must have been created and all 
permissions must have been set before using ROSInteract. Additionally (when using MySQL), the first 
time the library is used, it is important that the "SetMySQLTables" method be called to create any 
needed tables. 

4.2.2.2 ROSInteract Public Java API  

The below section contains the methods that comprise the public API of the ROSInteract 
component. Please note that most methods are overloaded, so it is possible to specify the Neo4j 
Graph id (long) or the DocumentId (String). 

 ROSInteract(String propertieslocation) 
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Main class constructor. Requires the path to the properties file containing the necessary 
settings. 

 boolean IsInitialised() 

Returns true is the class has successfully initialised, after attempting to read the properties 
file. If this returns false, you should consider that you should not continue using this object. 

 boolean SetMySQLTables() 

If you are using a MySQL database, this must be run the very first time the library is used and 
only one time. It will return true if successful. 

 long GenerateROS(String filename, String documentid) 

Generate a ROS from the given filename (local filename or http:// address will work) with a 
documentid, insert into Neo4j database. Returns the Neo4j ID number. 

 long GenerateROS(String documentid) 

Generate a ROS using the documentid. This requires the APIlocation from the properties file 
to be set. 

 String GraphinJson(long neoId) or GraphinJson(String documentid) 

For a specific graph, returns a string in a JSON format 

 boolean GraphinJson(long neoId, String filename) or SubGraphinJson(String documentid, 
String filename) 

For a specific graph, writes a JSON file to the given filename. Returns true if file is 
successfully written. 

 detailednode[] GetNeo4jGraphNodes(long neoId) or GetNeo4jGraphNodes(String 
documentid) 

Given the Neo4j ID number, returns an array of all the nodes in the requested ROS with 
detailed information. 

 detailednode[] GetGraphNodesMultiCategories(long neoId, int[] 
categories)or GetGraphNodesMultiCategories(String docuId, int[] categories); 

Given the Neo4j ID (or DocuID), returns an array of all the nodes in the requested 
section/rhetorical category of the ROS. Multiple Categories can be used (e.g. {0,10} gives the 
DRI_Background and Abstract (see appendix)) 

 String SubGraphinJson(long neoId, int[] categories); or String SubGraphinJson(String 
documentid, int[] categories); 

Returns a string in a JSON format for a subgraph. The subgraph can be made either by 
rhetorical categories or the section. Multiple categories and abstract can be combined. 
Empty array categories gives the full graph. 

 boolean SubGraphinJson(long neoId, String filename, int[] categories) or boolean 
SubGraphinJson(String documentid, String filename, int[] categories); 

Creates a file in a JSON format for a subgraph and writes it to the filename specified. 
Subgraph same as above. Returns true if created successfully. 
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 detailednode[][] GraphNodesSplitConnectedComponent(long neoid, int [] 
categories) or detailednode[][] GraphNodesSplitConnectedComponent(String documentid, int 
[] categories) 

Returns an array of Connected Components in the requested graph. Each connected 
component is a subgraph and all nodes have detailed information. Specific categories can be 
specified or an empty category array gives the full ROS. 

 boolean TestNeo4jConnection() 

Tests the connection to the Neo4j database. 

 boolean LibraryVersionMatch() 

Tests if the JAR file version matches the DLL/SO file version 

 simplegraph GetNeo4jGraphSimple(long neoId) or GetNeo4jGraphSimple(String documentid) 

Returns an object of type simplegraph which gives the information of a specific ROS. 

 String GetRawNeo4jGraph(long neoId) or GetRawNeo4jGraph(String documentid) 

For a specific graph, returns a string with the Neo4j output unparsed. 

 

4.3 Librairy Framework 
This framework is a unified information access middleware that simplifies the search for relevant 
content when multiple heterogeneous non-structured information sources are involved, such as 
web-based Research Objects used in Dr Inventor. Multiple scientific research information sources 
are accessed and searched, in order to create relations around the meaning of contained knowledge 
objects. 

4.3.1 Resources  
The framework uses a number of resources for its internal modeling. A resource is an abstract 
representation of some information, described by the type of content and the status.  

The states are common for all, but the type of content depends on each of them: 

 Document: meta-information retrieved from a research object. A document is composed by 
a set of items.  

 Item: each of the elements that make up a research object (i.e. a document) such as a paper, 
programming-code, an image, a workflow, and so on. 

 Part: logical division inside an item based on aspects such as sections of the research article 
(i.e. abstract , introduction, method, results, discussion and conclusion) or the rhetorical 
class of the sentences (i.e. approach, background, challenge, future-work and outcome). 

 Word: a term, entity or any other textual unit that composes a text.  

 Source: repository of documents.  
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 Domain: set of documents.  

 Topic: abstract concept described by a set of words that represents a research area or 
subject in a domain.  

 Relation: associative or semantic connection between words in a domain.  

 Analysis: study performed in a domain. Responsible for the creation of topics and relations. 

 

 

Figure 5: System Resources. 

4.3.1.1 Source 

The source consists of research objects as a repository.  The following are contained: 

 uri: The system has created the Uniform Resource Identifies in order to identify it. It must of 
the Universally Unique Identifer form (UUID) prefixed with the type of resource: 
e.g.,sources/de305d54-75b4-431b-adb2-eb6b9e546014 

 creation-time: It is the date on which the specific resource was created. It should be a 
formatted timestamp according to the ISO-8601 standard 
(http://www.iso.org/iso/home/standards/iso8601.htm). 

 name: This is the name that is associated with the resource. 

 description: This includes additional information about the resource. 

 URL: This is the repository’s Uniform Resource Locator. 

 protocol: defines the way that the digital content is published. 

 

 

Figure 6: Range and domain of a Source. 
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A source may contain zero or more references to documents and a document may have one or 
morereferences to sources, i.e. the same document can be available in more than one source. 

A source may be a repository of type static or dynamic:  

 Static: is a repository that will not change over time. Once it is processed, new information 
then will never be available from it again. This repository can be a single file or a closed time-
based expression for an open archive service like.  

 Dynamic: is a repository that can have new documents in the future, such as an open 
archive publisher, a RSS feeder, a remote folder (e.g. //192.168.5.125/Public/papers) or even 
a web page. The hoarder module will continuously poll this type of resource. 

The  system currently supports two distinct protocols, the Open Archives Initiative Protocol for 
Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH)[http://www.openarchives.org] and Really Simple Sindication (RSS) 
[http://www.rssboard.org/rss-specification]. 

4.3.1.2 Domain 

A domain is a logical grouping of documents. It defines the workspace for the modeler and the 
learner module. By default, all sources have an associated domain with their documents.  

Thus all sources, by default, have an associated domain with their referenced documents. 

A domain contains the following information:  

 uri: the Uniform Resource Identifier, which is created by the system in order to  uniquely 
identify the domain. It must be a Universally Unique Identifer form (UUID) prefixed with the  
type of the resource: e.g domains/de305d54-75b4-431b-adb2-eb6b9e546014  

 creation-time: It is the date on which the specific resource was created. It should be a 
formatted timestamp according to the ISO-8601 standard.  

 name: This is the name that is associated with the resource.  

 description: This includes additional information about the resource. 

 

Figure 7 Range and domain of a Domain. 

Furthermore, a domain can contain zero or more references to documents and a document may be 
referenced by one or more domains. 

4.3.1.3 Document 

The meta-information associated to a publication is contained in a document and according to the  
Open Archives Initiative for Object Reuse and Exchange the document could include: 
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 uri: the Uniform Resource Identifier created by the system to uniquely identify it. It must be a 
Universally Unique Identifer (UUID) prefixed with the  type of the resource.  

 creation-time: date on which this resource was created. It should be a formatted timestamp 
according to the ISO-8601 standard.  

 publishedOn: the time the resource was published. It should be a formatted timestamp 
according to the ISO-8601 standard. 

 publishedBy: is the filed defining the entity responsible for making the document available. It 
can be a person, an organization or a service. Conceptually this entity can be different from 
the entity that formed the resource (e.g. wrote the document), which in turn is defined and 
recorded by the  authoredBy. A Uniform Resource Identificator (URI) should be used to 
identify the entity, e.g. WebId [http://www.w3.org/wiki/WebID], orcid [http://orcid.org] or 
internal URI.  

 authoredOn: defines the time that the research was conceptually formed. The author time 
should be present if different from publishedOn. It should be a formatted timestamp 
according to the ISO-8601 standard.  

 authoredBy: defines the entity that primarily formed the resource, the entity responsible for 
making the content of the document. If multiple authors were involved it can take the form 
of a list. Each member of the list shall be identified by a valid URI, e.g. WebId 
[http://www.w3.org/wiki/WebID], orcid [http://orcid.org] or internal URI.  

 retrievedFrom: this is a URI identifying the source from which the document was derived. This 
property should be accompanied with retrievedOn.  

 retrievedOn: the time the document was retrieved on. If this property is present, then 
retrievedFrom must also be present. It should be a formatted timestamp according to the 
ISO-8601 standard.  

 format: defines the actual format, the physical or digital manifestation of the resource. It 
would typically include the media- type, i.e. the IANA 
[http://www.iana.org/assignments/media-types/media-types.xhtml] code, of the document.  

 language: this field defines the language(s) in which the document is specified. The RFC-1766 
[http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc1766.txt] defines that and includes a two-letter language code 
followed, optionally, by a two-letter country code.  
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 title: defines the name given to the document. In layman's terms it is a name by which the 
document is formally known.  

 subject: defines the description annotated by the author to the topic of the resource, via 
keywords, key phrases or classification codes.  

 description: defines a description of the content of the document. It can include and surely 
not limited to an abstract, or a free-text account of the content.  

 rights: information about rights held in and over the document.  

Furthermore, a document may contain zero or more items, and in turn, an item can belong to one or 
more documents.  

Eventually due to the fact that Librairy can also discover analogies among documents, it is 
understood that a document may contain zero or more references to other documents.  
 

 
Figure 8 Range and domain of a document. 

4.3.1.4 Item 

An item is each of the elements that make up a document (i.e. the files bundled in a research 
object). It may be a paper, programming-code, an image, a workflow or any other media content. It 
contains the following information: 

 URI: the Uniform Resource Identifier created by the system to uniquely identify it. It must be a 
Universally Unique Identifer (UUID) prefixed with the type of the resource. 

 creation-time: date on which this resource was created. It should be a formatted timestamp 
according to the ISO-8601 standard. 

 authoredOn: the time the research was conceptually formed. The author time should be 
present if different from publishedOn. It must be a formatted timestamp following ISO-8601.  

 authoredBy: an entity primarily responsible for making the content of the document. It may 
be a list to indicate multiple authors. Each of them identified by a valid URI, e.g. WebId, orcid 
or internal URI. 

 format: defines the actual format, the physical or digital manifestation of the resource. It 
includes the media-type, i.e. the IANA code.  
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 language: this field defines the language(s) in which the document is specified. The RFC-
1766 defines that and includes a two-letter language code followed, optionally, by a two-
letter country code.  

 title: defines the name given to the item. In layman's terms it is a name by which the item is 
formally known.  

 subject: defines the description annotated by the author to the topic of the resource, via 
keywords, key phrases or classification codes.  

 description: defines a short description of the content of the document. It can include and 
surely not limited to an abstract, or even a free-text account of the content.  

 URL: path to the file. e.g. pdf file path, png file path.  

 content: this field define the textual annotation about the file. When it is in paper form, it 
contains the raw-text of the paper. When it is an image, it contains the textual description of 
the image.  

 
Figure 9 Range and domain of a item. 

 
Furthermore, an item may contain zero or more parts and one or more words. In turn, a part only 
belongs to one item, and a word can belong to one or more items.  

Eventually due to the fact that Librairy can also discover analogies among items, an item may contain 
zero or more references to other items.  

4.3.1.5 Part 

Items are comprised by logical sections, and a part is such a logical section. When an item is a paper, 
for instance, it will have as parts the rhetorical classes identified in the sentences of its textual-
content. It contains the following information:  

 uri: the Uniform Resource Identifier created by the system to uniquely identify it. It must be 
a Universally Unique Identifer (UUID) prefixed with the  type of the resource: e.g 
parts/de305d54-75b4-431b-adb2-eb6b9e546014  

 creation-time: date on which this resource was created. It should be a formatted timestamp 
according to the ISO-8601 standard.  
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 sense: this field describes the content-type. It could be a rhetorical class such as background, 
approach, challenge, future-work or outcome; or a section in the text such as introduction, 
abstract, discussion, conclusion, results or method; or any other label used to classify parts of 
a text.  

 content: this field contains text retrieved from the text of the item, in the same sense, 
sharing that is the same class in a classification (i.e. content-type).  

Furthermore, a part can contain one or more words and a word can be referenced by one or more 
parts.  

 
Figure 10 Range and domain of a part. 

 
Eventually due to the fact that Librairy can also discover analogies among parts, a part may contain 
zero or more references to other parts.  

4.3.1.6 Word 

A word is a term or an entity (i.e. person, organization or place) or any other meaningful unit 
contained in a text. It may include linguistic annotations such as lemma, stem and part-of-speech 
(POS). 

It contains the following information:  

 uri: the Uniform Resource Identifier created by the system to uniquely identify it. It must be 
a Universally Unique Identifer (UUID) prefixed with the  type of the resource: e.g 
words/de305d54-75b4-431b-adb2-eb6b9e546014  

 creation-time: date on which this resource was created. It should be a formatted timestamp 
according to the ISO-8601 standard.   

 content: this field contains the alphanumeric character string.  

 lemma: this field the word which stands at the head of a definition in a dictionary.  

 stem: this field describes the root of the word.  

 pos: this fields describes the (part-of-speech), the syntactic category of the word.  

 type: this field describes term or entity.  
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4.3.1.7 Topic 

A topic is an abstract concept described by a sorted list of words that represents a research area or 
subject in a domain. The order means the relevance of the word in the topic.  

It contains the following information:  

 uri: the Uniform Resource Identifier created by the system to uniquely identify it. It must be 
a Universally Unique Identifer (UUID) prefixed with the type of the resource: e.g., 
topics/de305d54-75b4-431b-adb2-eb6b9e546014. Alternatively in future 
implementations,  URIs from external services describing synsets (e.g. BabelNet) will also be 
used.  

 creation-time: date on which this resource was created. It should be a formatted timestamp 
according to the ISO-8601 standard.  

 content: this field describes a short account of the meaning of the topic. Usually, it is the top 
15 relevant words.  

 

Figure 11 Range and domain of a topic. 

Furthermore, a topic contains one or more words and one or more analyses. In turn, a word can be 
referenced by zero more topics and an analysis can be referenced by zero or more topics. Since 
topics are also used to represent resources, they are also referenced by one or more document, 
item and parts.  

4.3.1.8 Relation 

A relation is an associative or semantic link between words. When they are entities, the relation will 
be associative. When they are terms, the relation will be semantic. 

A relation contains the following information:  

 uri: the Uniform Resource Identifier created by the system to uniquely identify it. It must be 
a Universally Unique Identifer (UUID) prefixed with the  type of the resource: e.g 
topics/de305d54-75b4-431b-adb2-eb6b9e546014  

 creation-time: date on which this resource was created. It should be a formatted timestamp 
according to the ISO-8601 standard.  

 type: this field describes the associative or semantic type of the relation.  
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 describes: this field provides more details about the relationship such as antonymy, 
meronymy, etc. 

 

Figure 12 Range and domain of a relation. 

Furthermore, a relation contains two words and one or more analyses. So in turn, a word can be 
referenced by zero or more relations and an analysis can be referenced by zero or more relations.  

4.3.1.9 Analysis 

An analysis is a study about the documents contained in a domain. It is mainly focused on items but 
may also include parts for deeper analyses . Its main purpose is to discover topics and relations in 
the domain and calculate the similarity values among its documents. 
 
It may contain the following information:  

1. uri: the Uniform Resource Identifier created by the system to uniquely identify it. It must be 
a Universally Unique Identifer (UUID) prefixed with the  type of the resource:e.g 
analysis/de305d54-75b4-431b-adb2-eb6b9e546014  

2. creation-time: date on which this resource was created. It should be a formatted timestamp 
according to the ISO-8601 standard.   

3. description: this field describes details about the algorithm used for the analysis.  
4. configuration: this field describes details about the parameters of the algorithm.  
5. report: this field describes the scheme containing a representation of each resource 

analysed.  
 

 
Figure 13  Range and domain of analysis. 

 
The following relations are established as an analysis contains only one domain, and can be 
referenced by one or more domains.  
 

4.3.2 System Design 
The Repository of Indexed Research Objects (Librairy) is composed by six loosely coupled modules, 
connected by a central event-bus, using standardized data protocols and formats. 
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Figure 14 General overview of Librairy. 

It follows a Staged Event-Driven Architecture (SEDA) (Welsh, 2007) that decomposes the flow into a 
set of stages, connected by queues. When a new research content is published or modified from a 
remote source, or when someone uploads a new document using the API, a new event is considered 
in the system to update or to create the relationships between this new information and the existing 
one. 

4.3.3 Modules 
The service is composed of six modules, each of them with its own, different set of responsibilities.  

4.3.3.1 API 

The API offers the main interface to the end-user. The operations handled by the API of the 
framework are split into two categories:  

 Those related to reading some information about a resource; these are handled directly by 
the API itself, as shown in the figure below. 

 

Figure 15 Workflow associated to a READ operation from the API module. 

 Those related to modifying the status of some resource; these are handled by other 
modules. The API will simply publish an event-message to the event bus, including the URI of 
the resource, on a channel that describes its status. These types of requests cannot be 
answered with an HTTP 200 code (as they are not complete). Instead, an HTTP 202 code is 
used for these types of operations, indicating that the request was correctly accepted. An 
example, with the workflow of a DELETE operation is shown in Figure 16. 
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Figure 16 Workflow associated to a DELETE operation from the API module. 

 Routing Keys 4.3.3.1.1

This module listens to the following routing-keys:  

 topic.created 

 relation.created 

 analysis.created  

This module publishes to the following routing-keys:  

 source.{created| updated | deleted} 

 domain.{created| updated | deleted} 

 document.{created| updated | deleted } 

 item.{created| updated | deleted } 

 part.{created| updated | deleted } 

 word.{created| updated | deleted } 

 topic.{updated | deleted } 

 relation.{updated | deleted } 

 analysis.{updated | deleted } 

 topic.{created | updated} 

 relation.{created | updated} 

 analysis.created 
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 Use Case 4.3.3.1.2

A simple example for how this module would be used includes a user that wants to analyse all the 
papers published by the UPM Digital Repository during 2014.  

So, s/he creates a new source doing a POST request on the /sources/ URI attaching a valid JSON 
with the URL: oaipmh://oa.upm.es/perl/oai2?in=2014. The API module will create a new 
source with that URL and the time filter. After that, it will store it in the internal storage and will 
publish a new event in the channel: source.created with the new URI, e.g. sources/ c941b900-
a310-11e5-803e-0002a5d5c51b. 

 

 

Figure 17 Api Module use-case. 

4.3.3.2 Hoarder 

This module is responsible for downloading remote files from sources which were previously added 
to the system by the Api module. Thus, it is listening for events published in the event-bus with a 
routing-key that matches with: ‘source.#’ .  

 

Figure 18 Hoarder module. 
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Depending on the type of remote source added to the system, for which the Hoarder is responsible 
for retrieving the remote files, the module offers two modes of operation: synchronous and 
asynchronous, as described below: 

 Asynchronous mode: the Hoarder periodically polls the source for new content. If a new 
resource is detected, the related file(s) are downloaded, including their meta-information, if 
that is available. The files are stored in a folder that is shared with the Harvester module. 
This work mode is typical for sources related to publishing services, e.g. Elsevier, Springer, 
RSS Server, LAN folders. 

 Synchronous mode: the Hoarder only downloads the data when the source is added to the 
system. No further actions are taken after the initial download. Therefore, it is clear that this 
mode of operation is only suitable for static remote sources, e.g. a zip file in Dropbox, etc. 

This module has a particular behaviour because it does not publish events to the event-bus, instead 
it downloads resources to a shared folder with the Harvester module. At this stage, the resources 
have not been processed yet. Domain entities are not created until Harvester module process them. 

 Supported Protocols  4.3.3.2.1

The current Librairy version supports the following sources of information: 

 OAI-PMH Data Providers (e.g. openarchives.org) and  

 RSS Sites (e.g. rss.slashdot.org).  

This decision was taken in an attempt to for the module to support the handling of multiple 
protocols, identifying a set of typically common steps between different data providers, even if the 
data itself separately from its meta-information (as is the case with OAI-PMH providers and RSS 
sites). 

To establish this common set of actions, we needed an integration framework that enables to model 
these types of differences. In Java there are 3 main options with these features: 

 Spring-Integration3,  

 Mule-Enterprise Service Bus (Mule-ESB)4 

 Apache Camel5 

All these solutions are known to implement the well-known Enterprise Integration Patterns 
(EIP)6 offering a standardized domain-specific language to integrate applications and a set of 

                                                           
3 http://projects.spring.io/spring-integration/ 
4 https://www.mulesoft.com/platform/soa/mule-esb-open-source-esb 
5 http://camel.apache.org/ 
6 http://www.enterpriseintegrationpatterns.com/ 
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adapters to support integration with common external services such as FTP, WS-REST, AMQP 
services and so on.  

The really discriminative aspects between them are the number of supported technologies, the 
domain specific language (DSL) used and the facilities to create new adapters. In fact, our 
hoarder has to communicate with OAI-PMH providers, so we need to develop a new OAI-PMH 
adapter. For this reason, the decision was primarily driven by the ease of use of the adapter 
creation feature, as well as having a large number of off-the-shelf integrations with other 
frameworks. In the end, we decided on Apache Camel as the integration framework to be used 
in defining routes and workflows. 

 

Figure 19 Camel route for polling the UPM OAI-PMH Data Provider. 

 OAI-PMH Camel Component 4.3.3.2.2

We have developed a new component for Apache Camel7, which is used to poll the OAI-PMH Data 
Providers. This component supports creating Camel routes with an OAI-PMH Provider as the source 
and is also responsible for converting from OAI-PMH Type to XML format (marshaling) or from XML 
to OAI-PMH Type format (unmarshaling), all through using the OAI-PMH XML Schema definition8. 
The reason we are using this feature is so that we can use Camel’s built-in expressions for 
manipulating OAI-PMH messages. As shown in Figure 22, an XPath (XML Path Language)9 expression 
can be used to filter the OAI-PMH message. 

A set of options is available to customize the behavior of this component:  

 delay: Delay, in milliseconds, between each poll. 

 initialDelay: Milliseconds before polling will start for the first time. 

 userFixedDelay: Set to true to use fixed delay between polls, otherwise fixed rate is used. 

 verb: OAI-PMH command such as ListRecords, ListIdentifiers, Identify. 

 metadataPrefix: Specifies the metadataPrefix of the format that should be included in the 
metadata part of the returned records. 

 from: Specifies a lower bound for datestamp-based selective harvesting. This DateTime is in 
the UTC time zone 

 value. After first request, this value is updated to current time if no upper bound is defined 

 until: Specifies an upper bound for datestamp-based selective harvesting. This DateTime is in 
the UTC time zone 

                                                           
7 http://camel.apache.org/ 
8 http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/openarchivesprotocol.html#OAIPMHschema 
9 http://www.w3.org/TR/xpath/ 
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 Hoarder Routes  4.3.3.2.3

As soon as the OAI-PMH Camel component is available, it can be used from a camel route to request 
the list of records from a specific Data Provider. Once the records are available, we need to analyze 
them in order to understand how to handle the values of the terms and download the related 
resource/s. As previously discussed, we need to handle term ambiguity and multi-encoding into the 
same protocol (RSS or OAI-PMH), so the component should be adaptable enough for each DC term 
that is used. In most cases, exchanged information is in XML format, so we decided to incorporate 
the XML Path Language (XPATH) here, in order to adapt the expressions in a way that they can read 
the term values in our routes to handle the heterogeneity showed before. In future cases, where 
JSON will be the encoding used by servers, JSONPATH will take the place of XPATH in defining these 
expressions. 

 

Figure 20 OAI-PMH route for the UPM repository 

 

Figure 21 RSS route for the Slashdot site. 

 

Figure 22 XPath expressions to retrieve OAI-PMH values. 
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Figure 23 XPath expressions to retrieve RSS values. 

 

 Routing Keys 4.3.3.2.4

This module listens to the following routing-keys:  

 source.{created | updated | deleted} 

This module does not publish to any channel. 

 Use Case 4.3.3.2.5

Following the use-case started in the API module, an event-message will be received by the hoarder 
module with the URI of the new source. Then, it will read the URL of the source from the internal 
storage and will compose a valid OAI-PMH request for getting the list of resources in the specific 
time interval. 

For each OAI record received, e.g. oai:oa.upm.es:17, it will compose an XML file with that meta-
information and will check if contains related files. For each related file, it will download it and both 
data (meta-information and related files) are moved to the shared folder. 
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Figure 24 Hoarder module use case 

4.3.3.3 Harvester  

This module creates domain entities such as documents, items, parts and words, from both 
metadata and related files previously downloaded by the hoarder module.  

Thus, this module is listening for published events in the event-bus with a routing-key that matches 
with: source.*. 

 

Figure 25 The harvester module 

Apache Camel was used in defining the harvesting flows used in this module, with a goal of building 
domain entities containing both meta-information, as well as a list of words extracted from the 
content of the resource(s).  

In order to extract the text from the PDF files, and in order to obtain the full set of existing words 
from the resource file, the NLP service is used. Once we have the full set of words, there is a JSON 
parser (GSON) used to create the related domain entity in a predefined JSON scheme.  
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The files are consumed from the folder that is shared with the Hoarder module, where they are 
picked up in real time. This is streamlined using the doneFileName10 option, included in Apache 
Camel, that extends the functionality of the JDK File IO Api, resulting in a continuous processing of 
resources and meta-information from data providers to shared folder – via Hoarder – and to the 
generation of documents, parts and words.  

These resources (i.e. documents, parts and words) are subsequently processed by epnoi and are 
stored in the common internal storage and published to the event bus. The routing key then includes 
the processed resource and its new status (i.e. created, updated, deleted).  

 Routing Keys 4.3.3.3.1

This module listens to the following routing-keys:  

 source.{created | updated | deleted}  

This module publishes to the following routing-keys:  

 document.{created | updated | deleted} 

 item.{created | updated | deleted} 

 part.{created | updated | deleted} 

 word.{created | deleted} 

4.3.3.4 Modeler  

This module considers the problem of modeling text corpora. The goal is to find short 
representations of items, based on their parts, preserving the essential statistical relationships that 
are useful for tasks such as classification, summarization and similarity and relevance judgments.  

Popular algorithms reduce each resource in the corpus to a vector of real numbers taking into 
account frequencies of words, e.g. The tf-idf scheme takes into account the number of occurrences 
of each word compared to an inverse document frequency count measuring the number of 
occurrences of a word in the entire corpus. Though they present some appealing features such as 
the identification of discriminative words, they are unable to reveal inter or intra resource statistical 
structure. 

Other approaches capture most of the variance in the collection and even some aspects of basic 
linguistic notions, e.g. synonymy and polysemy, such as Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) or Latent 
Semantic Indexing (LSI)[4] but they cannot express more complex relationships between documents, 
between words and between documents and words. Since they are discriminative models, they 
provide a model only for the target variable, documents, conditional on the observed variables, 
words, ignoring hidden structures such as topics.  

Therefore, in order to be able to describe these hidden structures, i.e. complex relationships, not 
only do we need a topic model algorithm, but also a generative topic model one, such as Latent 
                                                           
10 http://people.apache.org/~dkulp/camel/file2.html 
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Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei, Ng, & Jordan, 2003). This way, it will be sustainable to organize and 
summarize documents at scale – and, in fact, this would be impossible by any other manner, 
preserving the essential statistical relationships that are useful for the aforementioned tasks.  

 Routing Keys 4.3.3.4.1

This module listens to the following routing-keys:  

 domain.{created | updated | deleted} 

This module publishes to the following routing-keys:  

 topic.{created | updated} 

 relation.{created | updated} 

 analysis.created 

 Use-Case 4.3.3.4.2

This module handles all `domain.created` messages from the event bus, as triggers that enable it to 
read all the documents (and/or items, and/or parts therein). It then starts building representational 
models for that domain. For each new topic or relation discovered, a message will be published in 
the corresponding channel: topic.created or relation.created with the URI of the resource. When the 
analysis is complete, a new message is sent to: analysis.created to signal that the new models have 
been created and are now stored in the internal storage, along with their analysis. 

 

Figure 26 Modeler module use-case 

 

4.3.3.5 Comparator  

The Comparator takes as input the models created by the Modeler module and performs an analysis 
that allows it to calculate the analogies among resources such as documents, items, parts and/or 
words. As has already been discussed, the system will discover analogies based on information 
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derived from the documents, items and/or parts. For this to take place, we need some metrics – 
mainly similarity measures – to connect them and extract knowledge from these relationships.  

 

Figure 27 The comparator module 

 Routing Keys 4.3.3.5.1

This module listens to the following routing-keys:  

 analysis.created  

This module publishes to the following routing-keys:  

 domain.updated 

 document.updated 

 item.updated 

 part.updated 

 word.updated 

 

 Use Case 4.3.3.5.2

This module handles messages published on the analysis.created channel and subsequently 
reads the built model for each resource in that domain ( i.e. document, item, part and word), in 
order to subsequently use it to calculate the similarity measure among them. With the similarity 
measure for each resource in hand, it can update it and publish a message in the appropriate 
channel, i.e. document.updated, or item.updated, or part.updated or word.updated. 
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Figure 28 Comparator Module Use Case 

 

4.3.3.6 Learner  

The Learner module is responsible for discovering terms and hypernym relations from the 
documents of a particular domain. It has two main interface points: i) the Natural Language 
Processing (NLP) service, that allows it to perform extra annotation tasks, which have not been 
previously executed by the Harvester module (e.g. dependency parsing) and ii) the Knowledge-Base 
(KB) service, which contains one or more knowledge bases. 

 

Figure 29 The learner Module 

 

 Routing Keys 4.3.3.6.1

This module listens to the following routing-keys:  

 analysis.created  

This module publishes to the following routing-keys:  

 relation.{created | updated }  

 word.{created | updated} 
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 Use Case 4.3.3.6.2

This module handles messages published on the analysis.created channel, and reads all the 
items in the particular domain to discover terms and relations. For every new entity that it 
recognizes, it will publish a new message to the word.updated or to the word.created channel, 
depending on whether they are an existing word or a composition of words. 

 

Figure 30 Learner module use case 

 

4.4 API 
In order to provide access to the repository content for 3rd party programs, we have made available 
an API that provides a set of functionality to manage and explore resources. Through the API it is 
possible to add sources, group documents in domains, search topics, explore relations, etc. We have 
followed the WS-REST principles and use JSON as the return format for all endpoints.  

4.4.1 Reading Queries 
This section refers to the queries made to the API that are only responsible for fetching data from 
the system (i.e. they make no changes). 

4.4.1.1 Read Domain 

Request:  

HTTP-GET http://drinventor.dia.fi.upm.es/API/0.2/domains/<domain-id>/  
 
Request-Example:  

cURL -i -X GET http://drinventor.dia.fi.upm.es/API/0.2/domains/default  
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4.4.1.2 Read Document 

Request:  

HTTP-GET http://drinventor.dia.fi.upm.es/API/0.2/documents/<document-id>/ 
 
Example:  
cURL -i -X GET 
http://drinventor.dia.fi.upm.es/API/0.2/documents/010950f6_4b98_4f32_a1c6_6
ccb8c328 6f4 

4.4.1.3 Read Topic 

Request:  

HTTP-GET http://drinventor.dia.fi.upm.es/API/0.2/topics/<topic-id>/ 
 
Example:  
cURL -i -X GET 
http://drinventor.dia.fi.upm.es/API/0.2/topics/5249ce5686b47dd5de4dfb9e18e7
0e39 

4.4.1.4 List Documents in a Domain 

Request:  

HTTP-GET http://drinventor.dia.fi.upm.es/API/0.2/domains/<domain-
id>/documents/ 
 
Example:  
cURL -i -X 
http://drinventor.dia.fi.upm.es/API/0.2/domains/default/documents 

4.4.2 Searching Queries: 
To complement the reading queries, we need some more complex queries that operate on the 
textual content of the resources. These queries are part of the search service, which is based on the 
document-oriented storage, and allows the users to search for documents, items and parts, indexed 
in Elastic search. 

These queries always follow the below pattern:   filters/<id>/matches 

4.4.2.1 Creating a Filter 

Request:  

HTTP-POST http://drinventor.dia.fi.upm.es/API/0.2/filters 
 
Example:  
cURL -i -H "Content-Type: application/json" -X POST -d '{"content":"Gabor 
noise by example"}' http://drinventor.dia.fi.upm.es/API/0.2/filters 
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4.4.2.2 List items matched by the Filter 

Request:  

HTTP-POST http://drinventor.dia.fi.upm.es/API/0.2/filters//items 
 
Example:  
cURL -i -X GET 
http://drinventor.dia.fi.upm.es:80/API/0.2/filters/21e5d61115cd59b9062b2516
a73c588b/matches/items  

4.4.3 Explorative Queries 
In order to discover more complex queries based on the relationships among resources, we need a 
different set of queries that iterate over the network of resources, connected by analogies between 
them. 

4.4.3.1 From existing resource 

The system provides an endpoint to get all similar resources per resource type (document / item / 
part): 

documents/<id>/documents 
items/<id>/items 
parts/<id>/parts 

 

 Sorted List of Similar items: 4.4.3.1.1

Request:  

HTTP-GET http://drinventor.dia.fi.upm.es/API/0.2/items/<id>/items 
 
Example:  
cURL -i -X GET 
http://drinventor.dia.fi.upm.es/API/0.2/items/c6632036e43a12a63e52c56830d9a
292/items  

 

 Similarity Score Between Two Items: 4.4.3.1.2

Request:  

HTTP-GET http://drinventor.dia.fi.upm.es/API/0.2/items/<id>/items/<id> 
 
Example:  
cURL -i -X GET 
http://drinventor.dia.fi.upm.es/API/0.2/items/c6632036e43a12a63e52c56830d9a
292/items/6e9cd55a3 f6259d141536cc276023235  
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4.4.3.2 From Free Text 

Finally, the system provides an endpoint to get all similar resources from some random piece of free 
text: 

filters/<id>/similar 
 

 Creating a Filter: 4.4.3.2.1

Request:  

HTTP-POST http://drinventor.dia.fi.upm.es/API/0.2/filters  
 
Example:  
cURL -i -H "Content-Type: application/json" -X POST -d '{"content":"A large 
form of digital art, pixel art is created through the use of raster 
graphics software, where images are edited on the pixel level. Graphics in 
most old (or relatively limited) computer and video games, graphing 
calculator games, and many mobile phone games are mostly pixel art"}' 
http://drinventor.dia.fi.upm.es/API/0.2/filters  

 List Similar Items From Some Particular Filter: 4.4.3.2.2

Request:  

HTTP-GET http://drinventor.dia.fi.upm.es/API/0.2/filters/<filter-id>/items 
 
Example:  
cURL -i -X GET 

http://drinventor.dia.fi.upm.es/API/0.2/filters/827e564428b2589dd1ad31fd5de
b85ba/similar/items  
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5 Data Storage 
Over the last years, we have seen an increasing number of cases where internal data is stolen, lost or 
even leaked. These data loss incidents have caused various companies and organisations millions of 
dollars and have caused a great deal of damage to their reputation and image. There are many 
different types of incidents, however the vast majority has been either accidental or unintentional 
and has been the result of actions of trusted individuals.  

It is clear that protection of data in Dr Inventor is important.  

5.1 Data Integrity 
Data integrity refers to maintaining and assuring the accuracy and consistency of data over its 
entire life-cycle, and is a critical aspect to the design, implementation and usage of any system which 
stores, processes, or retrieves data (Data Integrity). 

In a nutshell data integrity is about ensuring that data has been recorded exactly as was intended 
and that it can also be retrieved as it was recorded.  

5.1.1 Types of Data Integrity 

5.1.1.1 Physical Integrity 
Physical integrity is concerned the challenges around actually storing the digital data in physical form 
and it can include for example electromechanical flaws, hardware design flaws, natural disasters, 
etc. In order to address physical integrity most methods include redundancy in the hardware itself, 
as well as in all its requirements, such as in the power / internet supply, etc.  

5.1.1.2 Logical Integrity 
Logical integrity deals with the correctness or rationality of individual data, given its context, i.e.  
meaning – in a nutshell – that the data that is stored or read makes sense. 

5.1.2 Backups 
One of the most common approaches of dealing with and overcoming Data related problems is by 
using data backups. The concept is very straightforward, as it simply involves making as many copies 
of the data as necessary, in order to overcome the various hazards that can harm the data.  

These redundant copies are then expected to be kept somewhere safe, so they can be used in order 
to retrieve the original data in case of a failure. 

Below will cover some common threats and a best practice that can be used to overcome them: 

5.1.2.1 Threats 
A number of factors can affect the safe storage of data. Below you will find an indicative list: 

 Hardware failure 
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 Damage by Virus, Spyware or other Malware 
 Damage by Malicious User 
 File System, Volume or Directory Issues 
 Data corruption during transfer 
 Power-related problems, such as Voltage Surge / Lightning 
 Theft 
 Natural damage, such as fire or water 
 Any other type of human error 

5.1.2.2 The 3-2-1 Rule 
In addressing and dealing with the above threats, it is useful to follow some best practices, such as 
the 3-2-1 rule: 

 keep 3 copies of any important file (a primary and two backups) 
 have the files on 2 different media types (such as hard drive and optical media), to protect 

against different types of hazards. 
 1 copy should be stored offsite (or at least offline). 

5.1.2.3 Disaster recovery backups vs. rolling backups 
This section covers two different types of backups that can be used to address different types of 
problems:  affecting only part of the data, or affecting the data as a whole. We can therefore 
examine how each of these types of problems can be addressed using different approaches to the 
backup policy:  

 Disaster recovery backups 5.1.2.3.1
This type of backup is used to address scenarios where the Data is affected as a whole, for example 
in cases where there are some natural disasters (fire, flood, or theft) in a single building / Data 
centre.  

Disaster recovery backups and therefore recover some physical separation between the redundant 
copies, but they also require separation in time, as well as in handling, to protect against cases like 
viruses or human error.   

This type of backup typically takes considerably longer to create and takes up more space, so they 
are less frequent, due to being more expensive. 

 Rolling backup 5.1.2.3.2
And Due to the fact that disaster recovery backups are sparsely distributed in time, the data 
collection can remain exposed during time intervals between these backups.  

For this reason, we can use rolling backups, which only record changes or alterations to the data. 
This type of backup is considerably faster and takes much less time to complete, so it can be much 
more frequent, and it can protect the work of the last day / week, etc.  
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5.1.3 Approach used in Dr Inventor 
This section examines the various measures taken by the various Dr Inventor components, in order 
to ensure the integrity of the data that will be made available by the API and SDK, but also for the 
project as a whole.  

In regards to DRI Framework, here a backup policy is not relevant since no data storage component 
is directly managed by this framework.  

In Library, there has been scheduled a nightly incremental backup to tape for each day of the week 
whereby one set of tapes is kept on-site to facilitate local recovery, and a second, duplicated set is 
sent off-site for storage in a secure location.  

In addition to nightly tape backups, point-in-time snapshots of data is taken and replicated at 
frequent intervals (e.g. 7 days) to provide rAPId, granular data and application recoverability. 

A full data backup is not needed here since the system, as well as the data storage solutions used, is 
packaged as Docker containers and they are also available from an external repository. So, only the 
data volumes configured to support the Union File System from these containers will be backup. 

In the WEP API part of Dr Inventor, using functions supplied by CouchDB, it has been created a 
replicator database for the running database. A database of CouchDB contains 2 parts of data: 
design documents and data documents.  

A unidirectional replication was created from running database to replicator database. It listens for 
any changes include the updates of design documents or data documents, from running database, 
and it synchronizes these changes in replicator database. The replicator database is settled on a 
remote server, so any hardware, software failure from running server will not affect that remote 
server. 

5.2 Storage solutions used in Dr Inventor 
The below section describes the various software solutions used in Dr Inventor for data storage. 

5.2.1 DRI Framework  
The DRI Framework is not bound to any specific data storage solution. The framework is distributed 
in the form of a self-contained Java library. By means of this library it is possible to analyse the 
contents of scientific publications available in both PDF and JATS XML file formats. The results of the 
publication analyses can be accessed programmatically by means of the set of methods described in 
detail in the JavaDoc of the library (http://backingdata.org/dri/library/); these methods include 
classes that are useful to navigate the different sections of a paper, to access its citations, to retrieve 
the sentences in each section together with their rhetorical class, to generate extractive summaries 
of the paper, etc. The library provides the possibility to store the results of publication analyses in an 
XML file in order to persist them as well as to be able to load them again in a later moment. 
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5.2.2 DRI-ABC Framework 
Since a ROS is an Attributed Relational Graph, it was decided to use a graph database to store this 
information. Neo4j was chosen due to: 

 Its scalability. 

 Its core structure; nodes, relationships between them and properties on both. This is the 
same structure as the attributed relational graphs. 

 Its built in REST API, allowing access and queries from most programming languages. 

 An easy to use web interface to visualise and access graphs in the database. 

 Built in security and access control. 

In addition to the Neo4j database, a SQL database is required to store some additional properties 
and information about the ROS. The SQL databases supported are either a MySQL database or a 
SQLite database (the database is stored within one file), depending on the requirements of the user. 
To prevent unneeded recalculations, the SQL database contains the following properties of each 
ROS:  

 The number of concept nodes. 

 The number of relation nodes. 

 The number of causal nodes. 

 The number of unique verbs/relations. 

 The most common verb. 

 The node with the highest degree. 

 The highest degree of node. 

 The number of connected components in the graph. 

 The size of the largest connected component. 

 The diameter of the graph (i.e. the greatest distance between any two vertices). 

 The size of each rhetorical category. 

 

5.2.3 Library 
The system covers a broad spectrum of content such as textual information, structured properties 
and relational data. Because of this, the following data storage solutions are being used:  

 Apache Cassandra v2.2.4 : (The Apache Cassandra Project) 
 Apache Solr v5.4.0: (Apache Solr) 
 Elasticsearch v1.7.4: (Elasticsearch: RESTful, Distributed Search & Analytics) 
 Neo4j v2.3.1: (Neo4j: The worlds leading graph database) 
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 Openlink Virtuoso v7.2: (Openlink Virtuoso) 

5.2.4 WEB API 
The Web API uses the following storage solutions for supporting the Web API: 

 Document repository: CouchDB 2.0  (Apache CouchDB) 

 Mysql (5.5) repository for similarity relation 
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6 Non Functional Requirements on API/SDK 

6.1 Security of API 
One of the most popular methodologies for security experts who need to evaluate risk in application 
security is the OWASP Risk Rating Methodology (OWASP Risk Rating Methodology).  

The methodology is comprised of 5 steps: 

 #Step 1: Identifying a Risk 
 #Step 2: Factors for Estimating Likelihood 
 #Step 3: Factors for Estimating Impact 
 #Step 4: Determining Severity of the Risk 
 #Step 5: Deciding What to Fix 
 #Step 6: Customizing Your Risk Rating Model 

As is obvious from the list above, we needed to start by identifying the risks in the Dr Inventor Web 
API and since we are talking about a web application, we started with taking a list of the most well-
known and common vulnerabilities in web applications today. We needed to ensure that the Web 
API is following the best practices in the security area to ensure our users the desired level of 
security. 

In general, it is important to consider and examine the operational risk that potential security 
vulnerabilities would carry. The recommended approach involves assessing the business impact that 
a potential vulnerability would entail for the organization whose application has been compromised.  

With the above in mind, it is important to note that each of the different paths an attacker might 
take, to compromise the application or service, may, or may not, be serious enough to warrant 
attention.  

 

Figure 31: Application Security Risks: [https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Top_10_2013-Risk]. 

 

Sometimes, the paths followed by the Threat Agent in the diagram above can be trivial to find and 
exploit, while sometimes it can be extremely difficult. Similarly, the harm caused may range from 
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none at all, all the way through rendering an organization or business completely out of operation. 
To evaluate risk, one needs to determine the likelihood associated with each potential attack path 
together with the technical and business impact for the organization.  

6.1.1 Addressing the most common security vulnerabilities 
The most popular list of common security vulnerabilities that have been analysed in Dr Inventor 
comes from the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) Top 10 Project (Top 10 - 2013). 

OWASP Top 10 list of the most critical web application security flaws is shown below. 

 A1-Injection  
o Injection flaws, such as SQL, OS, and LDAP injection occur when untrusted data is 

sent to an interpreter as part of a command or query. The attacker’s hostile data can 
trick the interpreter into executing unintended commands or accessing data without 
proper authorization.  

 A2-Broken Authentication and Session Management  
o Application functions related to authentication and session management are often 

not implemented correctly, allowing attackers to compromise passwords, keys, or 
session tokens, or to exploit other implementation flaws to assume other users’ 
identities.  

 A3-Cross-Site Scripting (XSS)  
o XSS flaws occur whenever an application takes untrusted data and sends it to a web 

browser without proper validation or escAPIng. XSS allows attackers to execute 
scripts in the victim’s browser which can hijack user sessions, deface web sites, or 
redirect the user to malicious sites.  

 A4-Insecure Direct Object References  
o A direct object reference occurs when a developer exposes a reference to an 

internal implementation object, such as a file, directory, or database key. Without 
an access control check or other protection, attackers can manipulate these 
references to access unauthorized data.  

 A5-Security Misconfiguration  
o Good security requires having a secure configuration defined and deployed for the 

application, frameworks, application server, web server, database server, and 
platform. Secure settings should be defined, implemented, and maintained, as 
defaults are often insecure. Additionally, software should be kept up to date.  

 A6-Sensitive Data Exposure  
o Many web applications do not properly protect sensitive data, such as credit cards, 

tax IDs, and authentication credentials. Attackers may steal or modify such weakly 
protected data to conduct credit card fraud, identity theft, or other crimes. Sensitive 
data deserves extra protection such as encryption at rest or in transit, as well as 
special precautions when exchanged with the browser.  

 A7-Missing Function Level Access Control  
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o Most web applications verify function level access rights before making that 
functionality visible in the UI. However, applications need to perform the same 
access control checks on the server when each function is accessed. If requests are 
not verified, attackers will be able to forge requests in order to access functionality 
without proper authorization.  

 A8-Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF)  
o A CSRF attack forces a logged-on victim’s browser to send a forged HTTP request, 

including the victim’s session cookie and any other automatically included 
authentication information, to a vulnerable web application. This allows the attacker 
to force the victim’s browser to generate requests the vulnerable application thinks 
are legitimate requests from the victim.  

 A9-Using Components with Known Vulnerabilities  
o Components, such as libraries, frameworks, and other software modules, almost 

always run with full privileges. If a vulnerable component is exploited, such an attack 
can facilitate serious data loss or server takeover. Applications using components 
with known vulnerabilities may undermine application defenses and enable a range 
of possible attacks and impacts.  

 A10-Unvalidated Redirects and Forwards  
o Web applications frequently redirect and forward users to other pages and 

websites, and use untrusted data to determine the destination pages. Without 
proper validation, attackers can redirect victims to phishing or malware sites, or use 
forwards to access unauthorized pages.  

6.1.2 Proactively Preventing Future Security Vulnerabilities  
Apart from addressing any existing security vulnerabilities, we also consider how these can be 
prevented in the future using the existing best practices. The Open Web Application Security Project 
(OWASP) can provide us with a list of security techniques that they recommend “that every architect 
and developer should absolutely, 100% include in every project”.  

This is made available as the OWASP Proactive Controls list (OWASP Proactive Control), as the 
following list of secure coding best practices:  

1. Parameterize Queries 
2. Encode Data 
3. Validate All Inputs 
4. Implement Appropriate Access Controls 
5. Establish Identity and Authentication Controls 
6. Protect Data and Privacy 
7. Implement Logging, Error Handling and Intrusion Detection 
8. Leverage Security Features of Frameworks and Security Libraries 
9. Include Security-Specific Requirements 
10. Design and Architect Security In 
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In API and SDK of Dr Inventor we tried to follow the relevant recommendations from the list. 

6.2 Data Security  
In the Dr Inventor project, data are assigned with a level of sensitivity based on who should have 
access to it and how much harm would be done if it were disclosed. This assignment of sensitivity is 
called data classification. Data classification of Dr Inventor is shown below. 

6.2.1 Regulated data 
Sensitivity: Highest, most sensitive 

Examples: At the moment, no such data is held by Dr Inventor, however some data might be added 
in this category in future versions. 

6.2.2 Confidential data 
Sensitivity: High 

Examples: Free text – file uploads by specific users, etc.  

6.2.3 Public data 
Sensitivity: Low 

Examples: Papers / publications in the public domain, conference proceedings, etc.   

6.3 Performance and Scalability 
Numerous performance testing have been applied to DR Inventor to find out performance 
bottlenecks of the system and improve them.  

6.3.1 DRI Framework 
The DRI Framework is Java-library is both computationally and memory intensive. In particular, in 
order to perform a smooth analysis of the contents of scientific publications, the execution 
environment of the Framework should have the following resources available: 

 Minimum 4GB of RAM, suggested 5GB; 
 An average level multi-core processor; 
 Access to the Web to enable some text analysis procedures that are based on on-line 

services (PDF-to-XMl conversion, citation analysis and enrichment, disambiguation of textual 
contents by means of Babelfy, etc.). 
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6.3.2 DRI-ABC Analogy Framework 
Current testing shows that DRI-ABC-Interact is not intensive in terms of memory and CPU and the 
method completes relatively quickly. Bottlenecks could happen if access and queries to the SQL or 
Neo4j databases would be slow.  

The Neo4j database requires a large amount of storage depending on the number of ROS graphs 
that is stored in the database. 

On the other hand, DRI-ABC- Generate is a memory and CPU intensive method. 

6.3.3 Library 
Since the system performs parallel data analysis on sets of research resources using Apache Spark to 
distribute the data processing, it is mainly memory intensive. One of the main features Spark offers 
for speed is the ability to run computations in memory, but the system is also more efficient than 
other map-reduce approaches for complex applications running on disk. 

The system has been designed following the basic principles of the Microservices Architecture 
pattern. The main purpose here is not only to have multiple public services, but also to allow 
building a scalable system in a scalable way. 

From the scalability point of view, modules and services are developed and deployed independently 
of one another. Each of them has its own life-cycle and could be running in an isolated environment, 
i.e. classpath. 

The architecture is designed applying the Scale Cube model (The Scale Cube). It enables the x-axis 
scaling, i.e. running multiple copies of an module or a service, the y-axis scaling, i.e. decomposing the 
system into modules and service, and the z-axis scaling, i.e. running multiple instances of a global 
installation with different corpus each of them. 

 

Approaches shown below have been followed in implementation. 

 internal library: this could be considered not strictly a service. Here, the service is a java 
library added to the same classpath than the clients, i.e. running in the same Java Virtual 
Machine (JVM) instance. This is the first step to create a service. It emerges when many 
different clients require the same functionality. 
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o pros: speed. Running in the same JVM instance, it allows passing objects as 
references, avoiding any type of serialization/deserialization. 

o cons: dependency. Memory consumption, CPU consumption, classpath etc are 
shared between service and clients. A service may has a particular behavior profile, 
but running as library, it will depend on the behavior profile of the group of 
components running in the same JVM instance. Also, some dependency conflicts 
may occur because of shared classpath. Common libraries must to have the same 
version for all the components. 

 internal resource: this is the next step. Now, the service runs in a different JVM instance 
with an isolated classpath. In this way, it can adjust its particular consumption profile and 
even can be deployed in a different machine. However, it is considered an internal service 
because of the format of the exchanged messages. It uses a shared internal format between 
service and clients (e.g. java objects, ProtoBuf messages) instead of commonly accepted 
structured data (e.g. JSON, XML). 

o pros: independence (over internal library), speed (over external resource). It is a 
balanced solution between a constrained internal library and a low-efficient external 
resource. It has an isolated JVM instance (and classpath) and the time-consuming to 
serialize/deserialize the exchanged messages is lower than a external resource 
because it can be done directly to/from bytes, instead of first to/from textual 
representation and after that, to/from byte representation. 

o cons: dependency (over external resource), speed (over internal library). Now, the 
exchanged messages can not be passed by reference, they have to be 
serialized/deserialized for each new communication. It implies a slower 
communication than as internal library and a higher dependency than as external 
resource because service and clients must to share the message definition in their 
classpaths. 

 external resource: This type of services are the most independent, because they use an 
opened format for exchange messages. Thus, any client either from the own platform or 
from external sites will be able to communicate with it without the need of share any class 
definition in their classpaths. 

o pros: independence. This the maximum representation of independence for a 
service. No more information that the meaning of the data is shared between 
service and clients. 

o cons: speed. As previously mentioned, it requires a serialization/deserialization 
process in two stages (i.e. text and bytes) to communicate. It introduces a higher 
delay than a internal resource. 

Our criteria, to decide the way a service is deployed, will be based on its potential use and its life-
flow. Figure 32 shows this as a decision tree: 
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Figure 32. Decision tree. 
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7 Dr Inventor’s Data and Service API 

In previous sections we discussed three frameworks constituting DR Inventor. Information that is 
acquired from processing publications by DRI Framework, DRI-ABC Framework, and Library are 
accessible to the outside world by means of a high-level Web API that is addressed in this section.  

Web API of DR Inventor enables the following functionalities to users and software developers:  

a. Find out how many corpus been processed in Dr inventor 
b. Retrieve corpus information 
c. Retrieve the topics of a corpus 
d. Retrieve keywords of a publication 
e. Retrieve references of a publication 
f. Find out how many papers been processed in a corpus 
g. Find out references of a paper 
h. Find out classified sentences of a paper 
i. Access to the textual information of a paper  
j. Retrieval of a ROS of a paper 
k. Retrieval of the mappings between a pair of ROSs of 2 different papers. 

Although we have defined a Data Oriented API for accessing raw data, we also published Dr Inventor 
Service Oriented API in order to present data more logically. This has been achieved by aggregating 
data across Graph Repository and Similarity Repository. 

Below, we present Data Oriented API and Service Oriented API of Dr Inventor. 

7.1 Data Oriented API 
APIs of our Document database is based on the CouchDB API. Requests are made using HTTP. 
Requests are used to get information from the database, perform views and formatting of the 
information stored within the documents. These methods rely on operation of GET. 

7.1.1 Similarity of Documents 
It returns mapping results for given target docId, souce docId and rhetoric type. 

SimilarityDocModel (docType:  similarity_doc) 
sourceDocId document id 
targetDocId reference id 
rosSimVal ROS result from DRI-ABC 
rhetoricalCat “0” for abstract only ,”2” for full paper,”3” for free text 
Attachment InferenceVisual.json 
 MappingVisual.json 
 

Link: 
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http://drinventor.ccgv.org.uk/db-siggraph/_design/paper/_view/SimilarityOfDocs 

Data example: 

 

7.1.2 Corpus 
It returns basic corpus information for the given corpus doc id. 

CorpusModel(docType:  corpus) 
orgnizer Ieee, acm,  
conference Siggraph, tvcg 
year 2002 to 2016 
 

Link: 

http://drinventor.ccgv.org.uk/db-siggraph/_design/paper/_view/corpus 

Data example: 
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7.1.3 Domain key words 
It returns all the domain (Computer Graphics) key words in a list. 

KeyWordModel (docType: domainKey) 
Idx Ranking from MS search 
keyName .. 
domain .. 
 
Link: 

http://drinventor.ccgv.org.uk/db-siggraph/_design/paper/_view/domainKeyWords 

Data example: 

 

 

7.1.4 Paper Reference 
It returns list of references of a given paper doc id. 
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PaperDocBasicModel (docType:  extract_ref)  PaperRefModel 
authorsStr  
Idx Reference list Idx 
Year  
Title Used to unique a reference document 
pubInfo Publication information extracted 
pId Doc Id of table 2  
inLineSentList Sentence id list of Table 3, obtained from DRI 

Framework 
inSystem 0 no, 1 yes. docId of this paper if this ref is managed in 

our system. 
Doi doi extracted 
From If it is set to 1 , it is extracted from DRI Framework 

pipeline 
 

Link: 

http://drinventor.ccgv.org.uk/db-siggraph/_design/paper/_view/extractReference 

Data example: 

 

 

7.1.5 Paper Sentences 
It returns list of categorized sentence of a given paper doc id.   

ExtractSentenceModel (docType:  extract_sentence) child class of 
TrainingSentenceModel 
sentType Approach (0) 
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Background (1) 
Challenge(2) 
Outcome(3) 
FutureWork(4) 
InLineCitation(11) 
Summary(12) 

pId Belonged doc Id 
sentenceId From gate index 
sentenceContent String by extraction 
tagName For domain tag exp: new risk tag/ div ReferenceText in 

inlinecitation 
refIdxList Idx list of reference list 
startId String index from whole txt 
endId String index from whole txt 
linkSid Related sentence id, from UPF 
linkType Related or reference, from UPF 

 
Link: 

http://drinventor.ccgv.org.uk/db-siggraph/_design/paper/_view/extractSentence 

Data example 

 

 

7.1.6 Favourite Analogy of User 
It returns a list of user favourite analogy pairs. 

FavouriteAnalogyModel (docType:  favourite_analogy) 
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sourceDocId Source doc id of a pair 
targetDocId Target doc id of a pair 
rhetoricType 0,1,2 (0: abstract+abstract) 
userId User id  
 

Link: 

http://drinventor.ccgv.org.uk/db-siggraph/_design/paper/_view/favourityAnalogyByUser 

Data example: 

 

 

7.1.7 Inference table 
It returns a list of inference votes or comment results by a given pair or user. 

InferenceVoteModel (docType:  inference_vote) 
sourceDocId Source doc id of a pair 
targetDocId Target doc id of a pair 
rhetoricType 0,1,2 (0: abstract+abstract) 
userId User id if there is 
Content Sentence content of modified inference 
Vote Up for 1, down for 0 
inferenceNumber One pair could have more than 1 inference sentences. It 

is obtained from DRI-ABC Framework. 
 

Link: 
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http://drinventor.ccgv.org.uk/db-siggraph/_design/paper/_view/inferenceByPairRhetoricNo 

Data example: 

 

As this data can have either vote information or comment information, so two data examples are 
supplied. 
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7.1.8 Siggraph paper 
It returns a list of papers by several different search conditions. 

VolumePaperModel (docType:  volume_paper) 
attachments Full.pdf 

Abstract.txt 
SectionName.txt 
Token.csv 
Annotation.xml 
paragraphIdx.json 

authors Array from interface 
authorsStr String by extraction 
corpusId  
doi  
domainFlag Domain knowledge processing flag 
vacFlag Vac processing flag 
processFlag 0, basic 

1, if processed by DRI Framework 
2, vac processed from sentence 

title  
year  
rosId rosId created from Neo4j 
keyList This string is written from author’s view. Model is 

updated for VolumePaperCasaModel. 
 

Link: 

http://drinventor.ccgv.org.uk/db-siggraph/_design/paper/_view/volumePaper 

Data example: 
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7.1.9 Paper related domain keywords 
It returns a list of keywords for each paper, with frequency of each keyword. It is used to describe 
how many keywords and frequency are used in a document.  

PerWordTopicAssignmentModel (docType:lda_pwt) 
docId For one document 
frequency  
keyId  
type Title("11"),Abstract("12"),KeyList("13"), Body ("14"), 
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Reference("14"), 
Start("1"),End("2"), RefIdx("21"),RefYear("22"); 
(TagEnum) 

Link: 

http:// drinventor.ccgv.org.uk/db-siggraph/_design/paper/_view/domainKeyWordsDocRelation 

Data example: 

 

7.1.10  Free Text Paper 
It returns a list of free text papers that belongs to the given user. 

TextPaperModel (docType:  text_paper) 
flag Source doc id of a pair 
neoId Target doc id of a pair 
userId User id  
attachment Abstract.txt, SecontionName.json, Annotation.xml, 

DocRos.csv, TokenRos.csv,SummaryTitle.txt, 
SummaryCentriod.txt, TokenExpression.csv 

Link: 

http://drinventor.ccgv.org.uk/db-siggraph/_design/paper/_view/textPaperByUser 

Data example: 
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7.1.11  Log 
It returns a list of analogy pairs that user used. 
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LogModel (docType:  log) 
sourceDocId Source doc id of a pair 
targetDocId Target doc id of a pair 
rhetoricType 0,1,2 (0: abstract+abstract) 
userId User id  
description Description 
eventType DocAccessConstants.LogTypeEnum.Analogy or 

singleDoc 
 

 

Link: 

http://drinventor.ccgv.org.uk/db-siggraph/_design/paper/_view/logByUser 

Data example: 

 

7.2 Service Oriented API 
In this section we describe Service Oriented API methods of Dr Inventor.  

7.2.1 Single ROS visualization 
This method enables single ROS visualization. It returns graph id and node lists which contain node 
labels, sentence ids, sentence contents.  

7.2.1.1 Template: 

http://drinventor.ccgv.org.uk/Div/servlets/singleRosRhetoricJsonServlet?+parameter list 

7.2.1.2 Parameter list: 

1. docId:  document id of a publication 
2. categories: 
[1] DRI_Background 
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[2] DRI_Approach 
[3] DRI_Challenge 
[4] DRI_Outcome 
[5] DRI_FutureWork 
[6] DRI_Unspecified 
[7] Sentence 
[8] Others 
[9] Abstract 
[10] The categories can be an array. For example, [0,10] means abstract+background. 

 
3. callback: script method name that is invoked after data being processed 

7.2.1.3 Example: 

http://drinventor.ccgv.org.uk/Div/servlets/singleRosRhetoricJsonServlet?docId=06e17427_c8ac_4b8
7_a74d_cad5778eb426&categories=[10]&callback=? 

7.2.2 Search Target Paper 
This method returns a list of papers which include doc id, year, title, conference and authors. 

7.2.2.1 Template: 

http://drinventor.ccgv.org.uk/Div/servlets/searchPapersServlet?+parameter list 

7.2.2.2 Parameter list: 

1. queryStr: the string that related to paper title, year, abstract or authors.  

7.2.2.3 Example: 

http://drinventor.ccgv.org.uk/Div/servlets/searchPapersServlet?queryStr=Image-based-3D-
photography-using&callback= 

7.2.3 Get source papers of a target paper 
The method returns a list of paper information which includes source doc id, year, and title. 

7.2.3.1 Template: 

http://drinventor.ccgv.org.uk/Div/servlets/mappingRosByTargetServlet?+parameter list 

7.2.3.2 Parameter list: 

1. targetId: the target paper docId. 

2. rhetoric: 0 for abstract mapping, 2 for full mapping, 3 for free text mapping  

7.2.3.3 Example: 

http://drinventor.ccgv.org.uk/Div/servlets/mappingRosByTargetServlet?targetId=a573e91a_2e90_4
8b8_8c85_5a01f3aeb203&rhetoric=0&callback= 
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7.2.4 Get mapping data of target and source papers  
The method returns mapping data of target and source papers. 

7.2.4.1 Template: 

http://drinventor.ccgv.org.uk/Div/servlets/mappingRosByTargetServlet?+parameter list 

7.2.4.2 Parameter list: 

1. queryStr: the string that related to paper title, year, abstract or authors.  

7.2.4.3 Example: 

http://drinventor.ccgv.org.uk/Div/servlets/mappingRosByTargetServlet?targetId=154a2eaa_fab9_40
ae_8d76_62b2c3807366&rhetoric=3&isCross=false&callback= 

7.2.5 Find mapping data of a target source pair from two ids and rhetoric 
It returns mapping similarity scores and a list of mapping nodes which include a pair of node id, node 
occurrence sentences and if visible. 

7.2.5.1 Template: 

http://drinventor.ccgv.org.uk/Div/servlets/mappingRosByTargetAndRhetoricServlet?+parameter list 

7.2.5.2 Parameter list: 

1. targetId:  target doc id.  

2. sourceId:  source doc id. 

3. userId: user login id, this parameter is used for log recording, not for querying. 

4. rhetoric: the same as (3. to find source papers of a target paper). 

7.2.5.3 Example: 

http://drinventor.ccgv.org.uk/Div/servlets/mappingRosByTargetAndRhetoricServlet?targetId=a573e
91a_2e90_48b8_8c85_5a01f3aeb203&sourceId=add557be_78ef_45a4_a5f5_4d2a7967bf89&%20us
erId=beds&rhetoric=0&callback= 

7.2.6 To find inference data of a target source pair from two ids and rhetoric 
It returns target source graph ids and a list of inferred triples, which includes  id, label, sentence 
occurrence, and token list of a nodes (subject, object and verb) in the triple.  

7.2.6.1 Template: 

http://drinventor.ccgv.org.uk/Div/servlets/mappingRosInferenceByTargetSourceAndRhetoricServlet
?+parameter list 
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7.2.6.2 List of parameters: 

1. targetId:  target doc id.  

2. sourceId:  source doc id. 

3. userId: user login id, this parameter is used for log recording, not for querying. 

4. rhetoric: rhetoric. 

7.2.6.3 Example: 

http://drinventor.ccgv.org.uk/Div/servlets/mappingRosInferenceByTargetSourceAndRhetoricServlet
? userId=beds&targetId=154a2eaa_ &sourceId=77da4853_428a_42e2 
&rhetoric=3&isCross=false&callback= 

7.2.7 User free text history 
It returns a list of free text information that user created. 

7.2.7.1 Template: 

http://drinventor.ccgv.org.uk/Div/servlets/userTextHistoryServlet?+parameter list 

7.2.7.2 List of parameters: 

1. userId:  user login id.  

7.2.7.3 Example: 

http://drinventor.ccgv.org.uk/Div/servlets/userTextHistoryServlet?userId=beds&callback=? 

7.2.8 Indexed abstract 
It returns a list of sentence information which includes sentence id and sentence content. These 
sentences are listed in order which composed the abstract. 

7.2.8.1 Template: 

http://drinventor.ccgv.org.uk/Div/servlets/indexedAbstractByPaperId?+parameter list 

7.2.8.2 Parameter list: 

1. docid:  paper doc id.  

7.2.8.3 Example: 

http://drinventor.ccgv.org.uk/Div/servlets/indexedAbstractByPaperId?docId=923b6a91_e6b7_40c2
_9f5d_b3029d7722ff&isCross=false&callback= 

7.3 Add inference Vote or Comment 
It returns a flag of true or false. 
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7.3.1.1 Template: 

http://drinventor.ccgv.org.uk/Div/servlets/addInferenceVoteComment?+parameter list 

7.3.1.2 List of parameters: 

1. sourceDocId:  source doc id. 

2. targetDocId: target doc id. 

3. rhetoric: the same as (3. to find source papers of a target paper).   

4. userId: user login id. 

5. content: user comments for this analogy (optional). 

6. vote: user like or dislike this analogy (optional, 1 for up and 0 for down) 

7. inferenceNumber: the analogy order of this pair. 

7.3.1.3 Example: 

http://drinventor.ccgv.org.uk/Div/servlets/addInferenceVoteComment 

7.3.2 Get inference vote or comment by a pair of docs and rhetoric 
It returns a list of documents that contains either vote value or content information. 

7.3.2.1 Template: 

http://drinventor.ccgv.org.uk/Div/servlets/getInferenceVoteComment?+parameter list 

7.3.2.2 List of parameters: 

1. userId:  user login id.  

2. sourceDocId: source doc id. 

3. targetDocId: target doc id. 

4. rhetoric 

7.3.2.3 Example: 

http://drinventor.ccgv.org.uk/Div/servlets/getInferenceVoteComment?sourceDocId=8d429c85_712
2_4f93_97fa_bff0170686fc&targetDocId=923b6a91_e6b7_40c2_9f5d_b3029d7722ff&rhetoric=0&u
serId=test&callback=  

7.3.3 Vote statistic of a pair and rhetoric 
It returns a flag of true or false, and statistic value of up and down for this pair under specified 
rhetoric type.  
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7.3.3.1 Template: 

http://drinventor.ccgv.org.uk/Div/servlets/getInferenceVoteStatisticServlet?+parameter list 

7.3.3.2 List of parameters: 

1. targetDocId:  target doc id.  

2. sourceDocId: source doc id. 

3. rhetoric 

4. inferenceNumber  

7.3.3.3 Example: 

http://drdev.ccgv.org.uk/Div/servlets/getInferenceVoteStatisticServlet?targetDocId=tdid&sourceDo
cId=sdid&rhetoric=0&inferenceNumber=0&isCross=false&callback= 
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8 Appendix A. Abbreviations and Acronyms 

ANS  Ansmart Ltd 

API  Application Interface  

BED  University of Bedfordshire 

GUI  Graphical User Interface 

HTTP  The Hypertext Transfer Protocol 

HTTPS  HTTP over Secure Socket Layer 

IME  ImageMetry s.r.o. 

JSON   JavaScript Object Notation  

NUIM  Maynooth University 

OST  Osteoarthritis 

REST  Representation State Transfer 

RO  Research Object 

ROS  Research Object Skeleton 

SDK   Software Development Kit  

UI  User Interface 

UPF  Universitat Pompeu Fabra 

UPM  Universidad Politécnica de Madrid 

URL  Uniform Resource Locator 

WP   Work Package 

 


